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"Do not let the Service become 'jus( another
Government bureau,' keep it youthful, vigorous,
clean and strong."
Quotation from Horace M. Albright
when he left Government service.

I would rather be ashes than dust.
I would rather my spark should burn out in a brilliant
blaze than it should be stifled in dry-rot.
I would rather be a superb meteor, every atom of me in
magnificent glow, than a sleepy & permanent planet.
Man's chief purpose is to live, not to exist.
I shall not waste my days, trying to prolong them.
I shall use my time.
JACK LONDON

There need be no lasting sorrow for the death
of any of Nature's creations, because for every
death there is always born a corresponding life.
JoHN Mum
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The Narn.e of ]edediah S. Smith Appears on the Pole Book,
February 18, 1821.

All Photographs Co urtes y of the Author
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JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH:
AT HOME IN OHIO
D.

w.

GARBER

Dale L. Morgan, distinguished historian, and aubhmity on the life
of Jededi<ah Strong Smi!th .t he famous fur trader and mountain man,
expressed disappointment with his failure to obtain the background
history of Jedediah in his scholarly s.tudy, ]edediah Smith and the
Opening of the West :
Nothing of how he came to be in the West, nothing of his family or
circumstances. Jedediah's reticence has become a silence of American history
itself, and not much will ever be known of him before the spring day in
1822 he sought out General Ashley's residence . . . . 1

This discouraging statement was modified somewhat by Morgan
in his talk at .the 't enth anniversary breakfast of the J edediah Smith
Society held at Stockton:
We would like to know much more than we do about the experiences of
the Smith family from the year of Jedediah's birth in New York, 1799, to
the time of his departure for the West from the Western Reserve of Ohio,
1821. We hope that patient search and the necessary quota of good luck
will develop some of this information in civil, church, and personal records.2

A brighter outlook was first reflected in a letter which he wrote
on Aprill2, 1956, following his receipt of newly discovered material
on the Smith family, including previously unknown early records
of J edediah Strong Smith:
. . . this new find of yours is something a furriner might have hunted for
forever without ever getting within sniffing distance of it.3

Dale Morgan's deduction was correct! The sources of information
which pleased him especially were two old volumes of manuscript
records originating in Green townsh~p, then in Richland County,
Ohio. One book is the original records of the Green townsihip
trustees, the other an account book kept by a pioneer settler. Botih
2

old volumes cont·a in reoords of Jedediah Smith, Sr., and his son
Jedediah Strong Smith. They provide information which clarifies
some of the uncertainty which bothered those who have written
about the famous fur trader, particularly Maurrice S. Sullivan and
Dale L. Morgan. As is often the case in researoh, these reoords
were accidentally discovered. While search was being made for
material about John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed,
the information turned up.
These sources are privately owned and may not again be available, and, for this reason, all of the information is included for the
benefit of anyone who may wish to delve further into the background of the closely related families of Jedediah Smith and Titus
Gordon Vespasian Simons. The entries show a diversity of activity
in which the families were engaged while living in Green township.
However, an explanation can not now be made concerning the
nature of legal cases with which members of both families were
involved.
'Dhe da:tes when the Smith and S~mons families arrived in Green
township remains unresolved, a1though it may well have been in
the fall of 1816. Mr. Morgan ex;pressed himself about this queswon
as follows:
It is also interesting to me that the various records you cite in no instance
place the family in the county prior to 1817. As yet I have been unable to
establish the exact time the family removed to Ohio, but the youngest son,
Nelson, is understood to have been born in North East Township, Erie
County, Pa., in December, 1814, so it is presumable that this happened
between 1815 and 1817. Whether all went at once, or whether the eldest
son, Ralph, may have gone ahead of his father and the Simons family is
a question.4

The Smith family was established ~n the towns·h ip before July 5,
1817. By that time Jedediah, Sr., had qualified as a resident and
was required to pay a road tax. 5 The tax amounted to only ten
cents and it is safe to •assume <bhaJt the small .assessment was based
upon the faot that Smith was not then a land owner. Six other
names ·a ppear on the same roll with a like amount while those
identified as early settlers were assessed up to 1two dollars.
At the time the road tax was levied the Smith family was
probably living on illhe l.and they la~ter purchased of Josiah L. Hill
and his wife Submitter, ·on December 9, 1817. The homestead was
part of .t he "lands granted by Congress for the use of sohools in the
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Virginia Military District." It was leased to Hill on October 15,
1811, for ninety-nine years. The lease required ·t hat a portion of .tJhe
land be cleared and a cabin erected and occupied for a term of
years. Although Jedediah Smith, Sr. purchased a leasehold the
property was transferable in manner similar to any other land
transaction. He registered his title at Mansfield, December 26,
1817.6
In the indeillture the land is described as "the Northwest quarter
of Section number thirty.Jtwo in Township number twenty and
range s.ixteen, it being so much of said quarter as lieth on the
Southwest side of rthe Black Fork of the MoheigllJn John Creek be
the same more or less." Several a:cres of bottom land on the no:rtlheast side were cut off 1the quarter section by a bend in .the creek
which flows east through the northeast po11tion.
There were other undesirable features which detracted from the
value of the quarter section. On the west side of the Black Fork a
hill climbs abruptly to a height of more ·t han one hundred and
twenty-five feet, further dividing the .t illable property. The area
bordering on the creek art the foot of ·t he hill was small and rather
narrow, but the upland lay reasonably well. Heavy timber covered
!Jhe land and much hard work was required to convert iit into a
profutable farm .
J edediah Strong Smith emerged from adolesence into young
manhood in t.his rugged backwoods atmosphere and the nllJture of
the land and the work involved may have contributed to the decision to move from the Forks of the Mohican only five years after
!Jhey arrived in Green township . Not all members of !Jhe family
departed from the area at that time, some continuing to live within
ten miles of the original home until after 1850. 7
The dangers and exci!tement of the War of 1812 involved Green
township. Two tragic eveillts Tesulting from Indian incursions !into
the area occurred within a few miles of the Sm1th cabin and the
family was doubtless regaled with all the terrifying details soon
after their arrival. The Zeimer-Ruffner massacre took place on
September 10, and an assault on •t he Copus cabin where several
lives were lost five days laJter) on September 15, 1812. 8
On the property adjoining .t he Smith farm Judge Thomas Coulter
converted his cabin into a bloclcllouse during the war, and a short
distance down the Biack Fork Lewis Oliver, another early settler,
convePted his cabin in a similar manner. A mile west of rt:he Smiltih
homestead, on the opposite side of .t he Clear Fork of the Mohican,
4

a third blockhouse was also built. Settlers fled to ·t hem for protection during extended per.iods of danger.
· The tense sirtuwbion on the frontier had caused Vhe government
to ·move the Indians from the village of Greentown, located two
and one half miles north of the Smibh cabin, a short time before
the tragedies occurred, and after rt he war they were perm~bted to
reoccupy their village. The tribe, made up mostly of Delaware
and called by that name was a motley band which included Mohawk, Mohican •a nd Wyandot India,ns. The proximity of their
village provides assurance that members of the tribe had frequeiJJt
contact with the Smith and Simons f.amilies. During the time the
Smith family lived in 1>he township the Indians were removed to
the Pipestown reservation at Upper Sandusky.
The village of Perrysville, on the opposite side of the Black Fork
from the Smith farm was laid out by Judge Coulter on June 15,
1815. It had an imperceptible growth for many years, w:iJbh a recorded population of only nine in 1830. ~ On May 14, 1817, while
presiding at the term of common pleas court at Mansfield, Judge
Coulter "Ordered .. . that Jonathan Coulter have a license to keep
Tavern in Perrysville for one year on his complying wJth the law."10
There is no evidence to show whether members of the Smith
family did, or did not, avail themselves of the tavern facilities .
Indulgence was then a common practice, even among the clergy,
and :iJt is probable that they did likewise.
When the Smitih and Simons families settled in Green township
:iJt was part of rthe raw frontier. Only four dwelling houses had
been ereoted within its boundaries by May, 1820. Log oabins were
the rule. Nevertheless, it was at Perrysv,ille, and in the surrounding
community that Doctor Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons practiced
his profession. And in his cabin, overlooking the tiny village,
Jedediah SmJth, Sr., did tailoring.
T-he neighbors were representative of a frontier community.
Few of them lived :in or near .t he village and in some instances
their cabins were several miles apart; nevertheless, they were
neighbors. Members of the Smith famJ!y had dealings w:iJth many
early settlers ei·t her through business or at social gatherings in the
log chureih or school house. Included among their neighbors were
Calvin Hill, blacksmith; Nathaniel White, tanner; Nathan Srtearns,
cobbler; John Jones, weaver; Trew (sic) Patee, cooper, and diaper
cloth weaver- an odd combinati·on of occupations; James Irvine,
distiller; Martha Gerry, wife of Rev. Walter H. Gerry, seamstress,
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cottage spinner and weaver; John Chapman, nurseryman and his
brother-in-law, William Broom, farmer. Also David Coulter, school
teacher, and Ebenezer Rice, the farmer who kept the old account
book 'i n which the earliest record of Jedediah Strong Smith is
found . Irt is among the descendants of these families where hopefully additional document,a ry material concerning the Smith and
Simons famiiles may be found.
The Rice account book entries concerning J edediah Strong
Smith's ,t ransactions read :
Jedediah Smith Junr, Esqr Dr to E. Rice
1820 - June to my oxen to work one day
& one half
Jedediah Smith, Junr. Esqr. Credit 1820
July 17th
By Peter Knowland one day
reaping $ 0.75
Do - 19th By Peter Knowland at reaping,
rainy - rainy - 0.62lf211

Oxen were the work animals on the frontier but not all families
could afford either oxen or horses with which to clear the lll!nd and
work in tilie timber. This was true of the Smith f,amily.
The Green Township Records show that Jedediwh Sm:iJth, Sr.,
Ralph Smith and T. G. V. Simons each had one head of "neat
cattle" for which they were assessed a:t 614 ots. per head in 1820.
In 1821 J edediah Smith had one horse, and one head of neat
cattle. This same year RaLph had one horse but no cattle and Dr.
Simons, apparently having gained some property through his
praotJce, owned three horses and two head of neat ca,tJtle. The
records do not show that Jedediah Strong Smith ever owned any
farm animals. It is significant, as will be noted later, that none of
the Smith family appeared on tilie tax list dated July 11, 1822, at
which time Dr. Simons had only one horse.
J edediah Strong Smith borrowed a plllir of oxen from Ebenezer
Rice to accomplish some difficult task and paid his debt by employing Peter Knowland to a ssist Rice .a.t harvest time. Little is known
about Knowland. In the old .accoulllt book the name is spelled witili a
"K" but it appears as Noland on rthe list of voters at a township
election for justice of the peace held February 18, 1821. Appearing
on the s,a me list in the Pole Book (sic) were Jededi<llh S. Smith,

No. 13; Ralph Smilth, No. 39; Solomon A. Simons, No. 40, and
Jedediah Smibh, Senr., No. 63. For reasons unknown t!he name
6

Dr. Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons .is m1ssmg. And so far as is
known this is the first and only ballot ever ca-st by Jedediah Strong
Smith in any electton.
Jedediah, Sr., was a tailor whose charges for his work were
exceedingly small. In 1819 and 1820 the following interesting
entries are found in the Ebenezer Rice Account Book:
Jedediah Smith Esqr
Credit 1819
April 8th
By cutting one coat for
myself and one for Alexr at 50 cents
coat
1.00
April 16th
By 40 coat button moles at
12¥2 per dozen
.41
Novr 29th
By two dozen jacket button
moles
.12¥2
1820 May 8th & 9th By cutting one
0.75
coat and pantaloons

Adjustment to the pioneer community could not have been
difficult £or young Jedediah Smith. West of the property was a
hilly section of land carved by a deep gorge ,tJhrough which the
Clear Fork of the Mohican rapidly flows . It was a wild, unsettled and heavily timbered ·a rea affording excellent hunting and
trapping. This same wild area is now incorporated in the Clear
Fork State Park •a nd Mohican State Forest.
A few miles so111th of the Smith cabin a passenger pigeon rookery
was an attraction which drew Indians and settlers who shot,
clubbed, a.nd ·cau~ht great numbers of birds in nets. The rookery
covered more than six hundred acres and multiple thousands of
pigeons nested in ·t he trees. The surrounding forest was heavy with
beech trees, the favor~te mast of r!Jhe birds, and Hocks continuously
flew over the frontier settlements. They were slaughtered without
restriction. Pigeon feathers were sold to merchants for 31 V2 cents
per pound, and birds were dressed and ready for the oven for
1834 cents per dozen. Imagination cannot attempt to estimate the
number of pigeons that were killed to make a single pound of
feathers, especially since only the soft down feathers were used.
On October 5, 1820, Ebenezer Rice bought "16 pounds and 10 oz.
of Pigeon feathers" from Jere!niaJh Terrell for $5.:20Y The temptation 1to visit t!he rookery and .vo pa11ticipate in .the sport would have
been difficult for any young man like Jedediah to resist.
If Jedediah Smi!th was ever stirred by a feeling of romance the
emotion must have occupied ·his interest during the years he lived
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in Green township. He was art the romantic and impressionable
period of his life and many eligible girls of his own age living in
neighboring ·cabins were willing to -be courted. One of tihem mus>t
have caught his eye. Mrs. Kate S. Etter, a grand niece of Jedediah's,
however, discouraged any suggestion that he may have had a
romantic interest at any .t ime. In ra letter to Maurice S. Sullivan,
dated February 13, 1933, she wrote:
I have never heard of the 'fair sex' ever entered in the calculations of
Uncle Jedediah. I suppose there was no room for anything 'weak' in his
nature. Had he been 'crossed in love,' and so became a woman-hater, I
would have heard of it. The women of his family were too good to him to
have had a dislike for the sex.13

Although evidence tis lachng .t o support the suggeshon that
J edediah did have a romance as a young man while in Green
township, ·t here were romantic episodes within the Smi;tih f·amily
which made him doubly related to Dr. Simons. Jededi.a h's brother
Ralph married Louisa Levina, the doctor's daughter, and Solomon
A. Simons rthe doctor's son, married Eunice Smiltih Jedediah's sister.
Thus the a·ttachments between the Smith and Simons families were
very close.
Solomon A. Simons and Ralph Smitih were engaged in a joint
venture of •some kind and as a result they were involved in a law
suit. The nature of bhe suit in which they were the defendants has
not been determined. At the September Term of the Common Pleas
Court ·i n Richland County <in 1820 damages amounting to $111.54V2
were assessed against them; this included court costs. Nathan Dehaven and Jona1than Coulter were the plaintiffs. On an execution
order da:ted September, 1820, James Moor, the sheri££, wrote "No
property found ." A return dated May 4, 1821, carried his endorsement "Made $63.50," indicating that he had been able to collect
this amount by levying against their properties. 14
Coulter was rthe tavern keeper in the village, and Dehaven
owned a sawmill a mile below .t he town. At the June Term of the
court in 1821 a new sheriff, H. H. Wilcoxen, again sought :to levy
against their properties .in an effort to collect the balance due on
t:he original order of execution. Unable to £ind any prope11ty on
which to collect, the new sheriff added his endorsement, "Cash
made on former Exr 63.30," the balance remaining to be claimed
againsrt the defendants amounting to $48.04Y2. No evidence has

been found to show that this was ever paid.
Ralph Smith was a millwright. "He learned the millwright trade
8
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under an uncle,"15 and it is logical to assume that he engaged in
the work of his craft while in Ohio. Whebher his occupation had
anything to do wiJth the law suit is conjectural but it may be
pointed out, especially for anyone wtho may wish to investigate
fu11ther, there were ilien four saw mills and two gristmills, and one
stillhouse within Green township. There were ·also numerous waterpowered mills lin adjacent counties . In Mohican township where
Ralph la1ter resided there were many diversified waterpowered mill
activities wthioh may have employed his serv.ices as a millwright.
Jedediah Smith, Sr. was also a defendant in a law suit while
living in Green township. Tlhe entry appears in Richl·a nd County
records next below rthat concerning Ralph Smith and Solomon
Simons . There was obviously no relahonship betwen the two
actions. The suit was brought by "Edmund Ingmand, Senr. and
others under the style of Edmund Ingmand & Co." Damages
amounting 1to $85.12V2 were assessed against Jedediah, Sr. 1 u
On March 6, 1818, Jedediah Smith, Sr. was selected to serve as
a gmnd juror for the year 1818. And on March 6, 1820, rt:he township trustees appointed Dr. T. G. V. Simons to serve as 't he doctor
to care for .t he paupers in bhe 'township. He continued to fulfill rt:his
respons.i bility for .t he next two years. 17
Dale L . Morgan expressed rthe be1ief that 1the J edediah Smith
family lived in Green township from 1817 until 1827 when they
moved to Ashtabula County, Ohio. His judgment concerning the
date of departure was based upon entries found in an account book
ke-pt by Jedediah Smith, Sr. which had been given to the Bancroft
Library. Mr. Morgan wrote:
We have just recently been given by Mrs. Stella D. Hare, of Manchester,
N. H., a great-great granddaughter of the senior Jedediah, an account book he
kept in Ashtabula County from 1827 to 1839 . . . .18

The account book contains entries from October, 1827 to 1839.
About this time Mrs. Hare enquired concerning a collwterial
line of ancestry which was of particu1ar interest to her. In one
paragraph of a letter which she wrote an unusual coincidence
struck a responsive chord:
Another interesting and familiar name pops up . . . . My granddaughter
here has a great grandfather, Eugene Blair Lobach, and 'Grandpa' . . . tells
me that this man was Uncle Augustus. I knew from past conversations that
tl1e family had lived in Bellville and Mount Vemon.19

Captain Augustus Lobach commanded Co. E, 102d. Regiment,
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Ohio Volunteer Infantry in -the Civil War, the same command in
whioh my own grandf.a<ther and four uncles had served. ~ 0 The
company was organized at Bellville, Ohio. A copy of Capt. Lobach's manuscript journal of his experiences during the war, and
numerous letters from men in his command that were mailed from
the South, were in my possession when Mrs. Hare's letter was
received. This personal comment is not offered as a contradiction to
Dale Morgan's discouraging statement concerning the paucity of
information about the Smilth family, but is in recognition of his
expressed hope that a quota of luck would develop. Luck has been
a major factor in the discovery of •!:he SmHh-Simons records, and in
matching up information about Capt. Lobaoh with one of his
descendants.
Unfm,tunately -the records located in Green township do not
support a belief that the family continued in Richland County until
1827 and as a result a big question mark remains. It ·is more likely
that they moved from Green township in 1822, and thus there is a
hiatus of five years which can not be covered by positive information.
The first definilte information concerning .the arrival of the Smith
and Simons families in Ohio is found in the Green Towns hip
Records. The Ebenezer Rice Account Book gives a due bo the time
of their departure. This old and timeworn volume contains a full
page of entries covering •t ransactions between Ebenezer and
Alexander Rice and Jedediah Smith, Esqr. from April 16, 1819 to
January 29, 1822, when ·a final settlement was made. On January
23, Jedediah Smilth cut a coat for Alexander Rice for fi£ty cents.
In balancing the account six days later, a four line entry in the
handwriting of J edediah Smith, Sr. was signed by both Smith and
Alexander Rice:
January 20th. 1822 this Day settled all accounts with Jedediah Smith
and found the Said Smith Due twenty one cents as witness our hands
Jedediah Smith
Alexr Rice

Records in the name of Jedediah Smith are not found in any
other known Green township source subsequent to this date. This
is also true of the re8ords at Mansfield and in other contemporary
sources ·available for reference.

No definite conclusion can be made about the time the Smith
family departed from the Forks of the Mohican, but these records
12

suggest 1822 as the year when it probably took place. Jedediah
Strong Smibh had been .absent for several months and was about
to enPoll with the Ashley-Henry party headed for the Rocky
Mountains. He was apparently unaware of :the circumstances surrounding his family leaving Green township. In a letter to his
parents fr·om "Wind River, East Side of the Rocky Mountains,
Deer. 24th 1829," written by Jedediah while memories of past
Christmases -o ccupied his thoughts, he mentioned tha.t he had
written home several <times, "but have received no answer from
any of you, since I le£t home, with the Exception of Aus.tin &
Peter, they state tha;t our Parents, now reside •i n Erie County,
Pennsylvania . . . .":!1
Did the Smith family actually return .to Erie County, Pa., after
leaving Richiand County? ft .is entirely possible! Dale Morgan expressed uncertainty about this poinrt when he wmte:
I gather that the father sold his farm in Richland County about 1827 and
moved to Ashtabula County, where he spent the rest of his life.:!:!

Jedediah Strong Smi.th clearly understood ·that his parents had
moved back to Pennsylvania. The letter which he wrote at
Chris;tmas time, 1829, was apparently sent to Loudonville, a town
near his old home at Perrysville, Ohio, •and then forwarded to
Ashtabula County.
The account book kept by Jedediah's father, with entries
beginning in 1827 may well mark the year of their arrival in
Ashtabuloa County from Erie County, Pennsylvania. Fu11ther research in Erie and Ashtabula counties, as well as in the Green
township community, may eventually uncover information that will
answer this question.
Ralph Smith remained on the Forks of the Mohican. His services
as a millwr~ght were no doubt in great demand. Some members
of his family continued as permanent residents of the area. Morgan
called attention to the fact that:
Ralph's eldest
In 18.50 he was
self, after going
Kendallville, and

son, Cyrus A . . . was in business in Mansfield in 184.5.
at Hayesville, and in later life at Savannah.:!3 Ralph himto Iowa in the forties, lived for a time in Indiana near
died in Eaton County, Michigan, in January, 1867.:!4

Ralph Smith's name last appears in 1821 on a list of owners of
taxable property. Although the list lacks the month and day, it was
doubtless prepared in May or June because Ebenezer Rice died in
June and his name is found on the list. Included are <the names of
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Solomon A. Simons, who succeeded Rice as township clerk, and
T. G. V. Simons.
As township clerk Solomon A. Simons made a final brief entry
in the records:
I gave up the Books on the 11th day of January 1822 to John Coulter.

Coulter succeeded Simons as clerk.
Doctor Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons was tlhe la~t member of
the two families whose name appears in any of .the old records of
Green township. On a list of those taxed for horses and cattle
dated July 11, 1822, his property consisted of only one horse, a
horse which he needed to vi~it patients in the surrounding country.
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El Teatro Campesino De AztHin
Chicano Protest Through Drama
MARY PHELAN DELUCCHI

Early stories of Spanish-Mexican heritage in ;flhe Southwest
tended to romanticize life, and more o£ten than not, were written
by casual observer·s and researchers, rather than the participants
themselves . Aside from folklore of the SoUtthweSJI:, there was Httle or
no early Mexican-American literature of consequence. Myths,
traditions and histories were perpetuated by wmd of mouth. In an
attempt to expose the needs of la raza, there has been an upsurge
in socio-political writings during the last deoade.1 These writings
tend to be realistic portrayals of li£e in a subcultural group written
by members of the group themselves. The majority of the publications are studies and histories written by social scientists and
anthropologists, although novels, short: stories, poetry and drama
are beginning to add to the Chicano literary scene.
The drama of El Teatro Campesino, written and directed by
Luis Miguel Valdez, is representative of the unique Chicano style
and the "nascent effort ... of a nueva ala (new wave) of literary
Mexican-Americans," as well as the political thinking of a large
number of Mexican-Americans roday. 2 As Valdez has said:
It is our contention that the campesinos are far from 'culturally deprived'- they possess and live within a 'culture'- one which is, however,
largely unfamiliar to the mass of English speaking North Americans .. . It
is an untapped resource of human experience which, given the tools of expression, will result in an immeasurable contribution to American culture
in general.3

T1he use of drama as a Chicano expression of identity and protest
is also !interesting from the standpoint that the dramatic tradition
of contemporary United States may be said to have had HispanicIndian agents. In 1588, the first play written north of the Rio
Grande was performed. It was produced by the explorer don Juan
de Oiiate, a creole who had married an Indian woman.4 The play
was written by a captain of the cavalry which made up part of
Onate's entourage into the Southwest. One might suggest that the
play represented the long hisbory of Spanish theater combined with
Aztec theatrical heritage. Because theater was commonly believed
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to be sinful bv the colonists in the Puritan colonies of the United
States, it was through the Spaniards, the Indians, and the mestizos
that the ancient dramatic tradition reached the Southwest. 5 This
is .the background for El Teatro Campesino of Luis Valdez.
Valdez was born on June 26, 1941, in the San Joaquin Valley, in
Delano, California. His parents were migrant workers. His father
was born in Nogales, on the Arizona~Mexico border, before there
was a definite division between Nogales, Sonora, and Nogales,
Arizona. His mother was born on a ranch in Sonora, Mexico, but
the nearest town at that time was Tucson, Arizona, where her birth
was registered. Luis' uncle rode with Pancho Villa. In the Delano
barrio (neighborhood) where LUiis lived for fourteen years, he was
surrounded by people with backgrounds similar to his own. The
barrio, as a capsule of Chioano life, influenced his life and writing.
The family moved to San Jose where Luis, a serious student,
finished high school and worked his way through San Jose State
College. While attending San Jose State, Luis discovered the
theater as a means of expressing himself and rthe world with which
he was familiar. He wrote several plays, one of whioh, The Theft,
was presented by the San Jose Theater Guild and San Jose State
College. Another play he wrote at this time, The Shrunken Head
of Pancho Villa, although still unpublished, has become repre-

sentative of themes that are typical not only of Valdez' other plays,
but of those of other Chioano authors.
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After graduation from San Jose State, Valdez became a member
of the San Francisco Mime Troupe, where he learned about using
the lively, bawdy commedia dell' arte style to make social comment. 6 A trip to Cuba ( 1964), where he traveled and lived with
working families, left him with a desire to ally himself with the
cause of the working man in the United Stares, as well as what he
has termed a "new-found pride" in his Mexican heritage. In the
fall of 1965, he returned to Delano to offer his services to Cesar
Chavez and the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee.
The grape pickers in California were striking in pwtest agains t
working conditions. La huelga (the strike) was "also symbolic of
the Mexican-American's quest for a full role in U. S. Society."' The
entire movement- the strike with its dual symbolism and a boycott
of table grapes which quickly spread across the nation- became
known as la causa (the caus·e ).
In November, two months af.ter the grape pickers' strike began,
Luis Valdez formed El Teatro Compesino (The Farm Workers'
Theater) . Its purpose was to boost the strikers' moral, convert all
farm workers to the cause of organized labor, and raise funds for
la huelga. It was "living theatre." Actors were chosen from the
assembled group. Six men and two women, along with Valdez himself, completed the cast for any performance. Perforn1ances consisted of one, two, or .t hree aetas, brief skits or sketches of about
fifteen minutes each. Wherever the workers were, that is where
the troupe performed-alongside the road near a farmer's gate, from
the back of a small van in the shade of a tree en route to Sacramento during the three-hundred-mile protest march of spring 1966,
or at organizing meetings and rallies.
It was a "people's theater" of the type popular during the Depress~on (1930's). 8 The lives and problems of the farm workers
were dramatized. The workers were the theater. The performances
were interspersed wi:th "rousing labor songs" based upon the b allads of the Mexioan Revolution. "The music soared," Valdez saidY
"I guess that was the best part of it- the music. It expressed the
spirit directly . . . about the union, st·rikes, Cesar Chavez ... " Luis
spoke of his productions as "bilingual propaganda theater'' which
borrowed "from Mexican folk humour to such an extent that its
propaganda is salted with a wariness for human caprice.'' 1 <1
It was, and still is, bilingual drama- drama presented in the
language of pocho, the Mexican in the United States. The language
1
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is polyglot-pavt English, part Spanish, a sprinkling of pachuquismo
(language of Pachuco, a •t erm used to refer to youths of Mexican
origin during the !1 940's). "A thousand sackos (bags)." "Have a
birria (beer) while you wait for us."11
There were no soripts- just a basic plot which all could recognize. No experience was necessary; the actors improvised according to tihe situation. "We weren't thinking in terms of the act;ivities
of a theater company. It was more like the activities of a strike."1 ~
The actors wore signs to identify their roles, and occasionally a
mask, but other than these, there were no props in the early aetas.
The word of the strikers and .their theater spread. El Teatro
Campesino was acclaimed aoross the country. T'here were invitations to perform at universities, among them the University of
Co1omdo, Southern Illinois, Univers~ty of Texas, University of
0l'egon, Washington State, University of New Mexico and the
University of Utah. In 1967, the group performed at the Newpo'Dt
Folk Festival in Rhode Island and on television in New York
City.l 3 At the invitation of :the late SenaJtor Robert F. Kennedy,
they performed before the U. S. Senate's Subcommitbee on Migratory Labor in the courtyard of the old Senate Office Building.
They performed at The Committee in San Francisco and at an offBroadway theater in New York. The off-Broadway critics awarded
the troupe an Obie forr work in social justice. During the summer
of 1969, El Teatro traveled to Nancy, France to perform at a
festival for radical theaters.
As a result of repeated performances the troupe developed a
repertory of aetas and a more or 1ess permanent :troupe, although
there were frequent changes because of the informal structure of
the aetas and t!he type of drama itself.
Aetas, according to Luis Valdez, are not really performances,
but actually episodes or ·acts which take place quickly and are
perfectly clear. (The name acto, as well as its meaning, is reminiscent of the Spanish auto, a brief presentation of a traditional
scene and situation.)
One of the earliest and best known aetas of the T eatro was La
quinta temporada (The Fifth Season). The cha-racters in La quinta
temporada ar·e el trabajador campesino (the farm worker) ; el
contratista, don Coyote (the labor contractor, Mr. Coyote); el
patroncito (the grower); the fourth season, verano (summer), and
a fifth season- called la quinta temporada.H
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Verano's costume is a shirt wi:th money all over it, because
Valdez says, ·this is the way farm workers see summer, as .a .time
when fruit is ripe, which means money for worker and grower alike.
The cLimax of the acto is the fact that the worker learns he has
rights- "dYo tengo derechos? (I have rights?)" He decides to fight
for his rights as did Pancho Villa, Francisco I. Madero, and Emiliano
Zapata. 15 The actor portraying ·the "fifth season" arrives. She wears
the sign "fusticia social" (social jusbice). The plot develops .t:he
idea tha.t the farm worker is taken .advantage of by the grower and
the labor contractor. Seasonal industry has a different social and
economic effect on Boss and Work·er.
Another of •t he aetas was one in which three actors pretended
to be grapes- one green, one ripe, and one rotten-the Three
Grapes. A worker who had not joined the strike ·tTied to pick the
grapes, but .he is interrupted by the huelguista (striker) who chases
him away. The grower orders the worker to pick the grapes, but
by then it is too late and ·tthey are all rotten. The worker joins the
strike. A grower who cannot harvest enough crop must give in to
stTike demands.
Other aetas concerned with the strike were The Conscience of a
Scab ( stri:k;ebreaker) and Papellaci6n (Role Play) .
As la causa spread, the .tone ·of the aetas developed to portray
the problems of all the Mexican-Americans, not justt the farm workers. Los vendidos (the sold ones) is a satire on those MexicanAmericans who have sold themselves to the Establishment- who
have become acculturated- who have accepted the Anglo customs
and tradi.tions.l 6 It deals with the problems of la raza in the city.
11he oharaoters are a store keeper, Mr. Sancho, his customer, Miss
Jimenez, and the "Mex·i can types" Mrs. S·ancho sells- el modelo
campesino (the .f arm worker model), Johnny Paohuco, the urban
model, a 1969 "early California bandit type," and the 1970 Mexioan-Amel1ican, Erick Garcia.
The acto ends as they "get 'hung up' on the word 'America!' .. .
America, Americans." All Latin Americans take offense at the United
States .citizens' use of the word "American" ro represent citizenship
in the United States. They point out that Mexicans, Chileans,
ArgeD!tines, and Canadians are also Americans by the fa ct that they
live in the Americas. The reference to "Americans" in Los vendidos
suggests the Mexican-American sense of inferior citizenship or desire for persisteD!t Mexican (or Chicano) culture.
In September of 1967, Ll.IJis Valdez left the huelguistas and with
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his performers formed a Chicano center for activities and education, El Centro Cultural. At first the group settled in Del Rey,
California, but later they moved to Fresno, California. One might
suppose several reasons for Valdez' departure from Cesar Chavez'
union organizing group. There was a hint of political differences.
Whatever the reason, El Teatro continued to support the United
Farm Workers with performances on their portable stage in ~he
communities throughout the Valley, but at the same time it enla;rged its focus . Luis explained the change simply by stating that
the time had come for El Teatro to "expand its own activity without being subject to the day~to-day discrpline demanded by the .
strike in Delano." 17 "We wanted to concern ourselves with the
cultural as well as the economic oppression of our poople."18 In
reviewing the change during an interview in Fresno, Valdez added
that he believed the group had been doing only "minimal thearter,
on the run, the movement, of course, being the most important part
. . . "ID He said that .h e felt that in order for t:he theater company
to function a s an artistic unit "i:t was necessary to move away from
Delano and gain some distance from the white heat of the struggle."
The change appeared in new themes of aetas produced by El
Teatro. No sac6 nada (he didn't get anything out of it) portrayed
the problem of the Chicano student in the various educational institutions. Because of his cultural background, including language
differences, the Chicano student has had difficu1ty succeeding in
the school system.
The Militants is an acto based upon the dissension among the
militant Chicanos themselves. It deals with the intemal problemsthe confrontations within Ohicano groups. There are a number of
different Mexican-American organizations in most communities of
the Southwest, and ,t hey vary according to political activism and
orientation. There are only three actors in The Militants- the Professor, and two Brown Berets (members of a national Chicano
youth organization). In discussing their work for the cause the
emotion builds up until they become violent. This acto has been
£ilmed.
After moving to Fresno, Valdez began to conceTIJtrate more on
short plays and less on aetas. An a1ttempt to create a pointedly
social drama led to the revision of The Shrunken Head of Pancho

Villa, an unpublished

three~act

play written by Valdez while

attending San Jose State College. The Shrunken Head has been
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called a "de-educa~tion" play. It reflects the influence of barrio
stories of those who rode with Pancho Villa during the Mexican
Revolution. The play "deals wi:th a Mexican-American labor
family's disorientahon in lower middle-class urban life."20 The
family is torn by conflict over their Mexican cultural heritage and
pressures of the dominant Anglo-Saxon culture. Joaquin, a boy of
the barrio, "talks back, gets into trouble with local authorities, and
is sent to reform school." 21 In the last act he returns home as a
"well-dressed, well-polished anglicized youth. But, he has no head!
His sister and brother note sardonically tiliat 'he seems very reformed' and 'rehabili:tated'-'a clean-cut American Boy.' "22 Lupe,
his sister, says, "I think Joaquin . . . is gonna be okay, Ma. He
can still find a job in the fie1ds . A man doesn't need a head to
work there." Meanwhile, overlooking the scene is the stolen, shrunken head of Pancho Villa with which the family lives. (It is on
the TV set.) It represents the Chicanos and seems to say, "I haven't
been able to be complete since the conquest."~ 3 The body of
Joaquin without a head represents those Chicanos who have been
"white washed"- assimilated into the Anglo society. The Chicano
ha·s resented and is resisting acculturation. Faced with a clash in
cultures, •the Chicano has preferred to retain his Mexican values in
the barrio. Luis Va1dez plays the role of the father in The Shrunken
Head.
Las calaveras is a burlesque of "Spanish California." 24 The plot
develops the story of the outlaw, Tirburcio Vasquez, a native Californian who was executed in San Jose, California in 1875. Tiburcio
fought frequently in defense of what he believed to be his social
rights and .those of his countrymenP Las calaveras means "the
skulls." The play begins with a parade of the dead in which the
participants, dressed like skeletons, play cymbals, horns, and drums .
Valdez calls it their "Skeleton Band" (Banda calaveras) . The cast
parades through the audience and then goes up on the stage where
each member is introduced by the Master of Ceremonies. "Ca't'ra-ca,
carra-ca, carra-ca." (The skeletons' bones rattle- with the sound of
the erre espanola, the Spanish double "r". ) Each tells how he died.
Las calaveras may be thought of as reminiscent of the fifteenth
century Danza de la muerte, a poem which may have been presented as a drama. The theme is that death calls people from all
le¥els of society. In ot:her words, death is the great equalizer.
According to Luis, la calavera, the skull, is the Mexican symbol
for rthe equality of man. Because they are dead, the characters in
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Calaveras are socially equal, although the Yankee and the Mexican
were at opposite ends of the social strata of early California. We
a:re reminded tha.t every person, no matter what color or nationality, •is eventually reduced by death to a skull and bones. Everyone has a skull. This symbol has become the symbol for El Teatro
Campesino. In ~·epresenting El Teatro both a sad and a smiling
skull are used to further symboliz·e the duality of tragedy as the
reverse of comedy.
Bernabe (Barney) is a play about a mentally retMded farm
worker- elloquito del pueblo (the village retarded one )-who lives
in the barrio with his widowed mother. Valdez calls Bernabe a
"s~reet play" because most of the action takes place on the ma:in
street ·of the village. Furthermore, there are no real s·treet plays in
American theater, he adds.~ 6
The role of Bernabe-the simple minded boy- may be interpreted
as symbolic of the Chicanos in that they see themselves as
neglected by U. S. society. The audience responds to the simplicity
of the loco ( crazy one). 'f.he choice of a mentally retarded youth
a:s the central character 'in Bemabe is a pecu1irurly Latin American
characteristic. Life in the pueblo (village), like life in the barrio,
exposes one to the barest realities of life. Latin Americans customarily are extremely sympathetic to those who have physical and
mental defects. The lame, the aged, and the loco a.r e as integral a
part of the community as •the child and the young adult. The Anglo
does not see the deFormed in the same light as the latino (Latin
American) does.27
In contrast to 1!he bar-rio scenes, V·aldez has incorpo11ated some
of the ancient Aztec religious themes into Bernabe. The prostirute
of the barrio is changed inbo the deity, La tierra (•t he earth),
daughter of El sol (the sun) .
Puppets are another media wh1oh Luis Valdez has used .£or his
actos and plays. A puppet show, La conquista, has as its tbheme
the conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards. The A~tec empire was
suffering from discontent among the subjected tribes when the
Spaniards arrived, and :this contributed to their defea·t. The historical theme is developed along with the moral that the Chicanos
must be st>rong and not fight and disagree among themselves.
The use ·of puppets is an interesting aspect of El Teatro. Puppetry, not pa•rticula-rly a tradition ~n •the United Sta.tes, is nonethe-

less strongly reminiscent of the Spanish tradition and also of
Indian tradition. Since earliest times puppets have captured the
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attention of their audiences, and served as a unique means of
communication between puppeteer and audience. Puppets can say
l'hings which custom or tradition might prohibit a human being
from saying.
El teatro "comes on like a machete.":!S Teatro is a '1usty combination of music, satire and propaganda ... vital, earthy and vividly
alive theater," according to Mr. Ralph J. Gleason, critic for the San
Francisco Chronicle. 49 There are numerous vulgarities in Valdez'
plays. The language of the Chicano is " . . . bnttally exact, not
abstract, and its symbols must be as liv,i ng as l'he flesh.":lo
A major asset of the Teatro, according to Valdez, is comedy.
"Slapstick with a purpose" emphasizes commwrication \vith the
oppressed instead of communication about them, as has been the
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case in much "socially conscious" writing.31 "The workers laugh because they recognize reality, and not because it's funny."3 2
"Our major battle," Valdez says, is finding a "way to develop
our own acting style as a people ..."33 In referring to the unique
style of the Teatro he says, "some of the images . . . have to us
been a tremendous stimulating shock or recogrution. You see a
Teatro come on. Let's say the figure of a mother comes ... Wow!
That's the Teality! Yeh, that'-s the way they look in the barrio/ Yeh,
I see it!''34
There axe various meanings in Chicano drama, depending on the
interpretabion of the viewer. It may be amusing, realistic, didactic,
shocking, rude, impolite, or vulgax, depending on the interpretation
of the spectator. Chicanos identify with Luis Valdez and with his
ideology. They cheer and laugh, or sigh and become silent. The
Chicano receives one message. One who is sympatthetic to the needs
of the Chicanada (Chicanos) receives another. For instance, Joan
Quarm, in an article for tlfue El Paso Herald Post, wrote that in
her opinion Luis Valdez is a genius.35 One who is unsympathetic
receives still another message, i.e. Chicano theater is "generally
biting or sardonic and always it is used to reinforce the theme:
Look what the G1ingo system is doing to you!"3G
Luis Miguel Valdez has become a portavoz (spokesman) for the
Chicanos. There are certain themes found in his actos, plays and
speeches: ( 1) communication, between the Chicanos themselves
and between El Teatro Campesino and the Chicanada, (2) duality,
which Valdez sees in everything-the oontr~ between the real and
unreal-"the yin and yang of Quetzalcoatl" he calls it, ( 3) social
protest, ( 4) unity of the Chicanada, ( 5) re-education in history
and religion, ( 6) pride in Chicano heritage, ( 7) resistance to acculturation, and ( 8) prediction of the evolution of a cosmic race
of which the Chicano is the first example.
Valdez' purposes seem to be the following: ( 1) a ohange that is
not an anglicizing of la raza, but instead a "Mexicanizing" of the
Anglo, ( 2) unification of the Spanish-speaking people into one
group, ( 3) economic change involving ownership of the land and
improved conditions of the working man, and ( 4) political change
resulting from economic equalization.
Through the Teatro Valdez speaks for a group of Chicanos who
seek recognition as a di-stinct group from t!he Anglo-American
society. "Weve never had the 'immigrant complex'" he says. "This
is our land." And "we're not Caucasian . . . we're mongoloids-
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mongoloids from Asia."3i The Chicanos who do not want to give
up their ·own ways are a group whic<h contrasts with the conservative sector of Mexican-Americans who seek acceptance in Anglo
society.
One of the goals of the Teatro Campesino was realized on January 29, 1970, when, after five years of protest, la huelga, the strike
which Cesar Chavez led against table-grape growers in California,
ended with a contract signed by the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee and representa.tives of twenty-six major grape
growers.
The Teatro serves as an instrument for seeking change by aler-ting and educating the people it reaches. It appears to be an
effective tool for capturing the arttention and interest of its everexpanding audience. The Teatro carries the reality of tl1e barrio to
the world outside the barrio. Although unique in its Chicano
heritage, El Teatro Campesino is similar to other anti-theater companies ·throughout ·t he world who a-re seeking social and political
changes. Also, following the example of, and branching off from,
El Teatro Campesino, have been a number of other Chicano theater
groups. All have ·the purpose of re-educating and aiding the oppressed.
Mexican-American traditions have emiched and will continue to
enrich life north of the present international boundary between
Mexico and tthe United St<l>tes. In a technologically oriented country
such as the United States, the presence of a subcultural group with
contrasting values provides the opportunity for the apprec-iation of
alternative values. 'Dhrough the Chicano, the Anglo-American may
become exposed to Mexican ability in visual arts, music and
architecture, as well ·as language, myth-s and love of life.
I-t remains to be seen what changes the Teatro will undergo in
the next decade or so. Will the themes of the Teatro continue to be
anti-a,ssimilation and pro-t·evolutionary, economic and political
change? Will this sector of Mexican-American society succeed in
representing the entire group? Or, will the Teatro, awa·re of acceptance by society as a wl1ole, modify its themes to a more
middle-of-the-road outlook which will be more readily acceptable
to society as a whole?
WhMever t>he eventual answers may be, the ·reality is that the
Mexican-Americans are not a "sleeping giant" group as so many
have said, but instead a very much awake group-a "nueva ola"who axe active politically and sooioally. " Tow comes the nueva raza,
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the new breed, 'us, nosotros (we)'. And we're sltrong -and we love
life."as The Teatro Campesino de Aztldn is an expression of the
nueva ola of Mexican-Americans, the Chicano.30
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REFLECTION LAKE
The giant mountain
looks into the lake and sees
a small boy fishing.
-Lucn.LE SANDBERG

From In Bamboo Stalks, ®1963
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MUSIC AND MEN'S MINDS:
A WORLD WAR II VIGNETTE
Russ

ScARGLE

World War II, like conflicts before :iJt, produced its share of
gracious women, eager to serve in military hospitals - bringing
comfort and hope to returning ve terans, wounded in body and
spirit. What motivates these women? Patriotism? Compassion?
Gratitude? Undoubtedly all of these. But perhaps the ultimate
prod is a simple sense of decency.
Men have .had their lives interrupted by t!he cruel coincidence
of war. They've suffered and bled in defense of national goals.
Now, unable Ito coil!tinue, ·they've come back. Isn't it only decent
that someone try to restore their spirits? America's gracious women
have never failed to respond to this caU for decency.
To be sw-e, not all ·of the moral-building has met with unqualified success. Occasionally, hard-'h eaded sw-geons ·and psychiatrists
have called the women "do-gooders" and "cookie~pushers." But
many of :the works of mercy have been solidly grounded, therapeutically effective.
One of 1these •occurred during and following World War II. Its
her-oines were a group of thoughtful, musioally oriented women in
S.an Francisco's Bay Area.
It is early 1943. Newspaper stories have been mentioning far~££
places like Bataan, Corregidor, Casablanca, Algiers and Guadalcanal. For America the war !has not been doing well Overlord is
still in the planning stage. D-Day is more than a year away.
Casualty lists are long. Wounded veterans are Tetw-ning by the
thousands. (Many of these would have been called "shell-shocked"
in '17 or '18. World War II's label was a blunt "NP." New-opsychiatric. )
Mrs. Helen S., former violin teacher in the public sohools of
Muskegon, Michigan, and now wife of a prominent Oaldand
physician, is driving north on Route 101. She has two thoughts in
mind: delivering the young officer beside her to hi:s post at Hamilton Air Force Base; and Tetw-ning to her home in Piedmont. Helen's
v.iolin ·is in iits case in the back of .the car.

Casual conversation is interrupted by .t!he presence ·of two soldiers
just ahead, hopefully thumbing a ride. Without thinlcing twice (as
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she would today) Helen brings .the car to a stop. Hitch-hiking was
acecpted in those days, especially when the ourt:sh·etched thumb was
that of a soldier or sailor.
After a mile •or two of silence, there is a backseat query : "Who
plays the violin?" When Helen pleads guilty, the other GI announces, "I used to play violin in our high school orches-tra."
Conversation about music f.ills the next 25 miles. The two Gl's
tell of a delightful woman who brings musical inSltruments to the
base ()n her frequent visits - and how they look forward to her
raJther than to .the usual "ente11tainers." "Entertainment- l·is·tening to
good music- is -swell but . . . . ( hesbiJtatingly) . . . . well, you
know what we mean."
Lart:er, having discharged all three of her passengers, Helen got
to thinking. 'Tll bet those .two lads are fail'ly typical. Shouldn't
wonder i:f a lot ()f them wouldn't rather produce music than listen
to it."
That night, Helen called her friend, Genev:ieve W., teacher of
Voice ail: Mills College and Chairman of Jthe Speakers' Bureau of
the local Red Cross chapter. Genevieve liked Helen's idea - but
others would have to be persuaded. Patients' participa•tion in music
was something yet untlied in military hospitals. Later, after interviews and more discussions, an experimental program was agreed
upon. Instruments and sheet music were begged and borrowed.
Several music clubs made donations of ten to twenty-five dollars.
A skilled and versatile pianist, Mary J., was enlisted.
One day, some three weeks after the hitch-hiking episode, Helen
and Mary appeared in the recreation hall of Oakland Regional
Army Hospital. Little groups of veterans were scruttered abotllt,
playing Acey-Deucey-or trying their hands art: billiards-or just
shooting the breeze.
Unannounced, the two ladies played tilie popular version of
Tcha'ikovsky's Concerto, which was in every dance orchestra's
repertoire; then a medley of Stardust, a Moza1~t Minuet, a h'ill...billy
number and some boogie-woogie. On the low, -accessible stage,
v:i:olins, trumpets, ·saxophones, accordions, ukeleles, guitars, mandolins and- aptly named-a snare dnun, ·had been temptingly
placed.
Helen and Mary had agreed upon three self-imposed rules: (1)
the women must not assume the Tole of pnima donna perrormer or
music teacilier; they must be self-effacing; ( 2) .they must play by
ear, transpose quickly .and come up with whatever music the boys
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wanted; and ( 3) they were to promptly turn over their ·own place
and insh·ument to .any boy who wanted it.
The experiment caught on. First came the curious and less timid,
those who could play an instrument- or thought they could. Others
followed. Soon, accompanied by many a sour note, there was
warbMng and community singing. Occasionally, a good, professional
voice would be heard. One lad, who had sung pre-war in Chicago
light opera, completely stilled the great rec~hall with an impromptu
concelll: of every~hing Mary could find in her light opera album.
From the day of tha.t initial try-out, all signals were "go." The
word got around; soon Helen and Mary had requests to appear at
other hospitals in the Bay Area-Mare Island, Shoemaker, Treasure
Island, Oak Knoll, etc.
Refinements and additions t.o !bh.e program were made. At one
point, sensing the healing power of music, Helen and Mary enrolled
in classes in musical therapy-one at Mills College and another
sponsored by the Federated Music Clubs of America under Miss
Alice Joy in San Francisco. T-hey consulted Esther Gilliland of
Chicago, well known for her work in musical therapy. And, to
ease 'their way into hospital wards, they qualified as Red Cross
Gray Ladies.
They constantly searched for ways of "bringing the boys into the
act." They found a portable, standing bathroom towel rack from
wihich to hang small drums, htJtle wooden xylophones, tambourines,
cymbals, castenets, Indian tom-toms, Hawaiian ukeleles, gourds and
guitars. The Red Cross contributed one of ~ts regular hospital
play-back machines; this made for hilarious times when the boys'
sound antics were spun back at t>hem; occasionally there were
requests to send recordings home.
When Helen and Mary found that two persons simply couldn't
keep up with the demand, additional volunteer musioia·ns were
recruited. There was Genevieve W., of the Red Cross Speakers'
Bureau, who had first encouraged Helen. An excellent speaker and
accomplished singer, Genevieve became one of the regular M.C.'s.
Eleanor P., who has since died, was a clever banjo player, able
to augment, or cover up for, an ancient hosp~tal piano.
Now they were four- all possessing a mother's emapthy for boys
in need of encouragement and hope. They dubbed themselves the
"Tune Timers," the women who regularly brought "Tune Time"

into hospital wards and recreation halls.
'f.he four women had been warned by medical authorities, ·the
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Mission accomplished: ward patients foin the musical fun. Later
the result will be played back, sour notes and all.
Red Cross, and others that, no matter what happened, they were
to "show no tears." Many an incident tested their emotions. At
flimes they were overjoyed- especially when they noted fir~ signs of
medical progress ~n seemingly hopeless cases. At other times they
controlled their <tears with di£ficulty.
One day, the Tune Timers visited an orthopedic ward. Jimmie
W., an armless veteran, asked the girls to play, "In My Arms, In
My Arms." With a tug at the hear.t, the Tune Timers obliged.
Not to be outdune, Frank M., who had le£t two legs on
Guadalcana.l, requested, "I Don't Get Around Much Any More."
Reluctantly, Helen and Mary joined in the laughter.
Bob F., an NP patient, veteran of too many air-Taids, had been
struggling wdth inner conflicts. He had refused rto leave his bedwhich has become a mental crutch, a security blanket. Suddenly,
during one of the Tune Timers appearances, he popped out of bed,
got his metal wash basin out of the cabinet, and pounded out
skilled rhythm alternately on the basin and rthe bottom of a metal
waste basket. His nurse beamed. "First time he's ever left his bed."
Most gratifyling to the Tune Timers were the cases involving
cooperation of sensitive physicians and understanding nur5es.
Tommy B. was an NP patient, profundly apathetic, speechless,
unresponsive to <treatment. His psychiatrist, learning from family
sources that Tommy had been a professional violinist in a large
eastern city, asked the Red Cross for a violin. One from the Tune
Timer collection was given the doctor. He laced it on a table near
his patient.
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First signs of interes•t appeared. Tommy, who had unconsciously
fled from !ihe realities of Army Me, could now fight back w.iJth a
reminder of his normal environment. Hesitantly, he played . . . .
longer, eaoh time . . .. yet only repeating with lit tle his blocked
memory provided. His nurse, sensing that her amnesia p~t:ient
needed help, asked Helen to visit him.
Tommy wrote out a request for tbhe Bach solo sonatas and the
Paganini Caprices. These Helen found at home and put .in Tommy's
hands that evening. A few days later, when Helen visi,ted him
agadn, he was playing the music and able to talk.
He gave Helen the impression of a trapped, fnightened deer who
nevertheless was a real ar>tist. He was worried about a "wolf"
( mech·an~cal defect.) "ls it me or .vhe violin?" he asked. A better
violin was found. Improvement became more rapid and Tommy
played whole scores from memory. Three weeks later he appeared
in ·the rec-hall, eyes bright, feet dancing. He had heard the great
news that he was going ·home to his wife.
Hank G. was a Marine, recen~ly back from Okinawa. For seven
weeks, he had been unable to keep his hands from shaking. He was
offered one of the Tune Timer imtruments. "Gosh, no!" he
demurred, '1ook at my £ingers." A Jjbtle later :he asked if he might
try a violin. He surprised .t he girls by play.ing Brahms' Hunganian
Dance, stumbling at first, then brilliantly even through its difficult
cadenz,a. One week later, his hands quieted, Hank went home on
leave.

Four "Tune Timers" ready to start things off at a hospital "rechall."
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For some time, hospital physicians had been reluctant to have
the Tune Timers appear in guaxded N.P. wards. Later they consented, cautiously. One incident helped still their fears. After the
Tune Timers had played their introductory numbers, Billy Joe W .
and Bucky H., lying in adjacent beds, asked a favor. Would the
Tune Timers help them with an original musical creation? Billy
Joe had written verses about his girl back home, verses sticky with
hill-billy sentiment. Bucky had strummed a succession of chords
on his guitar which he could not fit into a melody.
Mary took the chords .and verses home, created a suitable
melody, and returned in a few days with a manuscript fully
scored in professional style. Lyrics by Billy Joe . . . . music by
Bucky from Kentucky .... all ready for the "publisher."
Billy Joe and Bucky were jubilant. Boyishly, they asked that no
one else in the ward learn of their musical scoop. The wanted to
have their opus published before someone got it away from them.
So they chenisilied their little secret-and physicians agreed it
hastened their recovery.
Later in the war, when Mary J., the -original pianist, left the
Bay Area to meet professional commitments, the Tune Timers
found a capable substitute in the person of Doro.~hy C.
One ·other add~tion deserves special mention. She is "Lovely
Leila", whose <mly son had been shot out of the sky early in obhe
war. Leila and her auto-harp were in constant demand; she possessed the intuitive sense and resourcefulness so necessary ~n mus-ical therapy.
Leila would go to the bedside of patients in private rooms-the
acutely ill -or those on the "serious" list. A nurse would decide
w.hich room could be entered- but only w~th the pa;tcient's permission. Once inside, Leila would play gently on her auto-harp
and sing ever so sof.tly.
One young Navy offiver- who had ample reason for his bitterness
- repeatedly refused to see Leila until the rtime he heard her playing and singing in an adjoining room. That strategy almost always
worked. Many a Teluctant patient "snapped out of it" as he learned
tQ play the easily taught auto..Jrar.p under Leila's sens~tive direction.
Genevieve W. tells this incident involving a hospit·alized Navy
veteran: "We took a tape-recorder and some sin1ple instruments
into the rec-hall. Some 80 men, mostly mental patients, were there,
with nurses and doctors watching. We distributed instruments to
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the patients. Standing at the mike, I asked for someone to volunteer as official announcer. All were shy. So I guestured to a young
man, urging him to come up, which he did." I said, "Now, you
please say, 'you are about to hear the greatest band in the Navy
hospital.' He just stood there looking at me. I urged him again.
No results. I said, 'Come on, we'll play for you first, then you'll
believe what you say.'
"The Tune Timers played, with other ·pastienrts joining in with
drums, k-azoos, sm-all xylophones, etc. It didn't sound too great, but
they were playing along with us and enjoying it.
"Once again I urged my young friend, 'Say iit after me: we are
about to hear the greatest . .. we are about ..
"This dialogue followed :
"Patients: 'we are .a-bout ... '
"Genevieve: 'to hear ... '
"Young man: 'to hear . .. '
"Genevieve: 'the greatest . . . '
"Young man: 'the grea~test .. . '
"Genevieve: 'the greatest band . .. '
" (The young man was perspiring so heavily, I looked for guidance at a nurse in the front row. She nodded ·t hat I Sih.ould continue.)
"Young man: 'The greatest band . . . . let's go! (he added this
on his own.)
"After our half hour appearance, a doctor came up to me and
said: 'Somel!:imes ifs a good thing to !have someone with these
patients who has no preconceived notion as to their condition or
sta.tus. Th<lit young m-an you had up there to announce, has been
here two years and has not previouslly spoken a word. Trus afternoon was really something for us to hear.'"
During the war, and for more than two years a£ter Japan's
sur·render, the Tune Timers continued their mission. They found
much encouragement along the way. They were constantly urged
to make return visits. They received numerous "thank you" letters
from hospital administrators, Veterans Adminis;tra,tion heads, and
Red Cross field directors.
One of the Tune Timers' happiest experiences occurred ail: Mare
Island Hospit-al. As they were going around "doing their thing,"
they were asked to bring their instrurnems to a cerl!:ain ward where
a wedding was to be held. Soon, a young lad, covered with bandages and lying flat on a stretcher, was wheeled in. The pretty
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young bride-to-be walked beside him. The chaplain read the
ceremony before relatives, nurses- and the Tune Timers. Afterwards, there was much frivolity-which lasted until the happy
bridegroom had to be wheeled back to his solitary hospital bed.
The Tune Timers greatest encouragement came from observing
"their" patients-and noting their minds' response to music of ~their
own making.
One day, shortly after the Red Cross play-back machine had become part of the Tune Timers' bag of tricks, an enthusiastic G.l.
recorded, "On the A.tchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe," plus variations.
As will happen, the disc stuck. Out of the machine came the
words, "Hey, porter, where is my bag, I want to get off this
tr.ain, off this train, off this train, off ... .."
Many veterans of World War II, returning home, found their
minds on a wrong train, headed for ~the dead-end stations, Bitterness, Disillusion, and Despair. For nearly five years, a little group
of ladies in the Bay Area, blessed with imagination and musical
skills, succeded in helping some of them off this train, off this
train, off this train, off . . . . .
Editor's' Note: The women involved in this account modestly asked Mr.
Scargle not to use their last names. He has complied with their wishes. However, his experience as a Navy stretcher-bearer in World War II gave him a
lively appreciation of the needs of GI's in military hospitals. He asked us to
"pull a fast one" and print their full names in an editor's note. Here they
are: Helen Shutes, Genevieve Wood, Mary Jacobus, Eleanor Price, Dorothy
Pearson Chapman, and Leila Timpson.
Mr. Scargle gratefully acknowledges the sources of this vignette: conversations with Mrs. Helen Shutes, his nextdoor neighbor in Rossmoor Walnut
Creek; and notes jotted down by Helen's late husband, Dr. Milton Shutes,
whose articles on Lincoln have appeared in these pages. Frequently, Mr.
Scargle has used Dr. Shutes' own words.
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Sequoia National Park Concessions
1898-1926
WILLIAM

TwEED

The first Sequoia National Park was set aside in 1890. 1 It consisted of seven townships in Tulare County, California on the
western flank of the Sierra Nevada. Three major groves and a
number of smaller groups of the California Big Tree (Sequoia
gigantea) were included within the park's boundaries. Foremost
among these in both size and beauty was the grove in the nontlh
central portion of the park which carried the name "Giant Forest."
This grove had first been discovered in 1858 by Hale Tharp, a
pioneer cattleman, and John Muir claimed to Jlave named it dllliing
his 1875 visit. 11he grove continued little known and little used for
the next few deoades. In 1885 timber claims were filed on the
forest by a newly formed socialist colony which intended to build
a new world upon the profits derived from the lumbering of the
giant rtrees. Although their .t itle was not immediately granted ;they
began construction of a road <to the Big Trees in 1886 and continued work on it for four years. In 1890 the work of the Kaweah
Colony, as the group called itself, was abruptly halted by the announcement of <the formation of a national park including areas
which lay within the colony's ·timber claims. The colony had never
doubted <that !l:heir claims would be granted, and they had extended
their road by 1890 to the fringes of the pine belt at an elevation of
5,000 feet. Here <they had erected a simple mill .and began to CUJt
the surrounding forests. When they appealed the loss of ,their
claims to the Secretary of <the Inter.ior an investigation was authorized, but it resulted in the arrest of the colony's leaders for illegal
cutting of government timber. In .the spring of 1891 United States
Cavalry troops arrived to police the new reserve and the last
remnants of the cooperative were ejected from <the park. 2
'f.he military supervised the park .t hroughout the 1890's. Each
April cavalry troops rode forth into the interior from San Francisco
or Monterey and spent the summer patrolling the Big Trees. Primarily bhey were mterested ,jn protecting the park from grazing '<tnd
hunting. The park v:isitors were few, and the reserve itself remained

wilderness . A basic netw·ork of trails was constructed so that the
troopers could make their daily patrols, but little else was done.
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11his was not surprising for during the last years of .the nineteenth
century the park was expected to need no support. Congress, in
fact, gave not one cent for park development between 1890 and the
end of the century.
This governmental parsimony precluded even the grading of the
Colony Mill Road which ran ten miles into rthe park and formed
its natural entrance. Yet, it was during these quiet years that the
first attempt was made to organize a commercial enterprise in
Sequoia. The men .involved were John Broder and Ralph Hopping.
Both B-roder and Hopping were ranchers in 1the foothill Kaweah
country. The Broder family had first come to Tulare County in
the 1860's and had settled a ranch three or four miles east of
Visalia. By the 1890's John Broder was ranching in the mountains
on the Sowth Fork of the Kaweah.:! Ralph Hopping had moved into
the Kaweah country in the early 1890's and bad homesteaded a·t
Redstone Park along the lower reaches of the Colony Mill Road:'
Both men were known as "old timers" and were locally successful
ranchers. In 1898 they went into the tourist business as the partnership 'Of "Broder and Hopping."
At Redstone Park they erected a simple <tent camp and established a stage line connecting ~t wtth Visalia. From Redstone the
hardy tourist was forced to ride a mule up to the Big Trees.;; Within the park their par.ties must have carried their own camps. The
system was crude, yet, it did offer ·a means of seeing the Sequoias.
The Brode-r and Hopping enter•prise had awakened in others a
realization of .t he potential commercial value of the undeveloped
park. Visalia especially saw ;the park as <a means of contributing
an ·economic boost 1to i!ts business. Yet, it was readily apparent thrut
the tourist business would never grow beyond a small number unt.il
the pa-rk was made more accessible. Good st·age roads led to the
Big Tree Groves in Yosemite, yet, to get <to Sequoia a thirty mile
horse ride was necessary. Sequoia needed roads.
The Visalia Board of Trade was the first to take the initiative,
and during July of 1899 they sent their Congressman, J. C. Needham of Modesto, on an all expense paid tow- of the local Sierra.
Broder and Hopping packed and guided the party while Ben Maddox, owner and publisher of the Visalia Times, saw that Needham
saw the scenery at its best and the mountain conditions at their
worst. 6 The route took Needham from Giant Forest to Mineral
King, then on to the Kern Canyon and Mount Whitney. As the
grand mountain scenery took affect, Needham must have found him-
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self listening attentively to the campfire lobbying of Maddox.
Sequoia needed r;Qads and trails; it needed year round administration; it needed fire ·protection. And these were things, !he must have
been told, rtha.t only Federal funds could prov.ide. Needham must
have been conv.inced for the f.ollowing year Sequoia received its
first Congressional appropriation, $10,000. 7 Even more important
w:as the £act that Needham kept the money coming annually until
it became a Washingt.on habit.
While Needham was working for the appropriation in Washington Broder and Hopping filled in <the nert obvious },ink in their
simple chain. In May of 1900 they put up a spartan, but permanent
tent-platform camp in Giant Forest. It stood along the fringes of
Round Meadow and provided the first accomoda~tions wHihin the
park.8
The new funds had arrived by the beginning of the 1901 season,
and during tha.t summer the road was reopened as far as the millsite This allowed wagons to come within ten miles of Giant Forest.
1902 saw the extension of the road to .t he Marble Fork, only three
tra.il miles from the Big Trees, and the summer of 1903 witnessed
the final completion of .t he bst four miles into Giant Forest. On
August 15, 1903 the first wagon entered •the heart of t!he park.9
The opening of t-he road was a major windfaU fur Broder and
Hopping. Each year they ertended their stage operaltions to the
road terminus until it reached Giant Forest. When the stages
began l!:o operalte to their tent camp in Giant Forest they opened
the park to real business possibilities.
The eadiest description of Broder and Hopping's "Camp Sierra"
dates from 1901. 10 The description would doubtlessly be accurate
for any of those early years. The visill:or found a simple camp with
"tent bedrooms" for sleeping and the open forest for cooking and
dining. The camp was by Round Meadow, and the flowery expanse
was used as a pasture for .grazing bollh cattle and pack stock. John
Broder supervised the operation of the stage and drove it himself
up to the end of the road. Hopping and his wife operalted Camp
Sierra and guided their guests on pack trips farther into the
mountains. On an all day ride to Alta Peak with the Hoppings, one
guest noted that Hopping was "somewhat of a botanist."11 These
first years of the new century were quiet times in the park; the
annual visit<>rs were c.ounted at the most in a few hundreds. Day

to day operatiDns must have been rather informal catering to the
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Wlhims of each individual guest. Summer vacations were rather
more extended then than now, and once the visitor had taken in
the Big Trees he prepared to see the high Sierra. Broder and
Hopping operated a considerable pack train business to numerous
points out of Giant Forest, with their parties ranging as far as
Mount Whitney and the Kings Canyon. Indeed, promotional
literature issued by the two during this period donates considerably more space to the packing business than it does to either the
hotel or stage businesses.12 It seems safe to assume that Broder
and Hopping considered .themselve primar.ily in the tranportation,
not the lodging business.
The transportation system they operated was, even at its best, far
from luxurious. The trip fr.om Visalia to Giant Forest took two days.
Three times weekly on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays the
horsedrawn stage left Visalia at 7:00 A.M. The dus·ty journey of
about thirty miles was over by noon when the st.age pulled in at
Redstone. Here rtilie visitor would spend the hat ·afternoon in the
shade of the .oaks and pass the night in one of the tents of the
"Inn." On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays the stage ran from
Redstone Park to Giant Forest. Once again an early morning start
was made to avoid the heat; the stage left Redstone at 6:00 AM
and started its 28 mile climb to Camp Sierra. The road twisted
along the Norl'h Fork and then began to climb, passing l'he mills~te
and finally arriv.ing in Giant Forest at 6:00 PM. The total fare for
the sixty rniJ.es of transpor.tation was $14.00 1a After a trip like .that
event the crude tents of Camp Sierra must have looked good!
Yet, in spite of these obstacles tourists came to see the Big Trees,
and nearly every year rthe number grew. 1906 js the first year an
accur.ate estima,te was made and about 700 v.isitors entered the
park that summer; the following summer saw the figure swell to
900.14 Other improvements were being made. On July 15, 1907 a
post office named "Ranger" opened a,t Camp Sierra and the stages
began to carry mail. 15 Tihe same summer witnessed the opening of
a telephone line to the oamp.1s
In 1908, the eleventh year of the par.tnership's operations,
Captain C. C. Smith, that year's commanding cavahy officer, reported on the condition of Camp Sierra. The camp, he wrote, was
"very remote from first class."17 Lt seemed to be honestly run, but
its opera,tors didn't seem to know how to run a resol't. Camp Sierra
consisted of a "few oheap tents, a cook house and dming cabin,
and a small store."16 Many campers wi:th their own outfits stayed
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near the camp, and the sanitary situ-ation was not good; the area
was littered and seemed to be a potential iheall'h problem. Captain
Smith went on to complain that although he tried to maintain order
in the camp he had no legal grounds for enforcing sanit.ary standards for the camp was on patented land. So while the government
could contwl the stage operations and inspect that equi:pment for
safety nothing could be done aoout the housing siturution.19 The
Captain also reported that his well ·inspected stages brought 318
persons into Giant Forest; 224 of ·t hese were accomodated in the
camp. The total summer visitation in the park that summer was
1,251; 842 visited Giant Forest.20
The 1908 season marked Broder and Hopping's final year of
operations in the park. Why they lei1t is not readily apparent. Their
business must have been increasing and they were well establiSihed
as .a near monopoly. Pel1haps they were tiring of the increasing
government inspection and supervision. Their first years in the park
must have seen very Httle in the way of regulat.ion, but as the army
administration began to more carefully supervise the concessions
within :the park the climate must have cooled considerably. Surely
Captain Smith's report to his superiors at the end of the 1908 season
had said little to laud the partnership. What ever the cause, they
lei1t at :the end of the season, and the partnership of Broder and
Hopping retired from the Sequoia tourist .trade. They were <the last
concession to operate even partially independently of government
regulation.
In his 1909 report Capt-ain Smith noted their depar.ture without
comment. He reported that alcllough several parties had applied
for the concession he had turned them all down as none seemed
capable of operating a "first class place." He was determined that
no hotel oper-ator would be allowed into the park unless his
facilities would be "well run."21 Apparently the park was totally
without commercial facilities that unusually cold and wet summer.
The lack of facilities toget'her with the bad weather combined to
cut v.isitation by nearly 30%.22
This vacuum and the oppo.l'ltunity it represented were not long in
being filled. The 1910 season saw a small rush develop as a number
of new concessionaires were allowed to establish lbhemselves in ·t he
park. The new administrative policy w.as competition; the old
monopoly was divided among a number of smaller concessionaires.
The most ambitious of these new companies was the "River Inn
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Company." In May of 1910 the Company opened a three-story
hotel along the Kaweah River one mile above Three Rivers. A
subsidiruy "Tent Hotel Company" was or-ganized to reopen Camp
Sierr.a.23
This company appears .to have been locally owned. Prominant
stockholders included Orville Overall, Jason Barton, Newt Young,
Housing, and St·ousland. Overall was with the Kaweah Lemon
Company in Lemon Cove, Barton was a Three Rivers ranch-er; the
otners s-eem to have ·been from Visalia. 24 The operation they commenced in 1910 was not dissimilar in conception from that of
Broder and Hopping. The new Three Rivers hotel was used as a
way station on the stage route to Giant Forest while Camp Sierra
served as a base camp for seeing both the Big Trees and the high
Sierra. The pnimary difference was tha;t tthe foothill rest stop which
had been the weakest link in the Broder and Hopping operation
had been replaced with a modern hotel. Camp Sierra itself had
been re-erected w~th -some new additions. On private land the
company put up a simple restaurant and a storehouse. During ,t he
1910 season the River Inn accomodated 500 guests, nearly a.II of
whom traveled to Camp Sierra. Tri-weekly mail-stage service was
provided to the camp from Three Rivers, and 150 passengers were
carried. In Giant Forest ·t en "milch cows" and twenty beef cattle
were kept to supply both the camp and the military. 2 5
During the year the Company announced a proposed building
plan. It included both a new Giant Forest Hotel and cotJtages with
hot and cold running water. Construction would begin the neXlt
spring. 120 acres of patented land and 20 acres of public land
would be used.26
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Two other concessions .opened in Giant Forest during the 1910
season. Lindley Eddy, a Visalia photographer, opened a studio
selling curios ·and photos of the Big Trees. 27 This seems to have
been t!he first cmio shop in the park. Cora Keller, wife of ranger
Karl Keller, operruted a simple market and feed yard to supply
campers and guests in the tent hotel as well as their stock. This
seems to be the first example of what would soon b)ecome a shorttelm policy of t!he park,
opeDating of concessions ·by the families
of park employees.
Toget:!h er these tthree c011cessions offered the tomist better facilities than ever before. The public response was enthusiastic; 2,407
travelers entered t he park during the season, a nearly 300% increase over the previous year. 28
'fohe summer of 1911 saw continued development of these new
concessions. The River Inn Company erected the first of their new
cons•truotion .at Camp Sierra, a bathhouse. The Company also
opened a small 9tore and feed y.ard at Camp Sierra for the use
of camp guests. At tthe same time Mrs. Keller continued to operate
her ·store and feed y.ard catering to campers and the general
public. Photographer Eddy also had his concession renewed, and
he ereoted a "very neat redwood studio" on leased government
land a short distance south of Camp Sierra. Even lt'he Post Office
Depa1~tment contributed to the gener·al improvement of the faoihties
by building a new post office about fi£ty yal'ds from Eddy's new
studio at a cost of $950.00. 20

!the
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The Annual Reports for 1911 repo11t !the most significant news.
The River Inn Company had been awarded a ten year concession
which would commence the following June and run throu~h the
1921 season. Manager Stousland reaffirmed the Company's plans to
continue a building program and ereot a modern res0lt. 30
Yet these plans never came to fruition. During tl1e winter of
1911-12 .the River Inn burned to the ground; it was a rtotal loss.
Apparently ilie Company was not profitable. Pehaps it was bui1t
too soon or simply had not op erated long enough to establish itself
commercially. At any rate it was not rebuilt, and the operation of
l!he ten year contmct w·as never undertaken.31
The following year ( 1912) saw fu~her division of the concessions. The River Inn Company's services were taken over by two
concessionaires. The tent hotel and Camp Sierra, as well as the
simple dining facilities, were operated by Stella Britten, probably
the wife of earJy ranger Ernest Br~tten. Stage service was provided
by James A. MelUiten of Three Rivers. 'Ilhe stage run had been
sh011tened, for the electric h·ains of the Visalia Elech·ic Railroad
were now running <to Lemon Cove, seventeen miles east of Visalia.
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A daily stage ran from Lemon Cove to Kaweah, near Redstone
Park, and tri-weekly service connected Kaweah and Giant Forest.
The stages, still horse drawn, left Kaweah at 6:00AM. The loss of
the River Inn had left the foothill area without adequate accomodations. The Acting Superintendent complained rthat the Three Rivers
accomodations were "rude and the weather was unbearabley hot."3:!
In Giant Forest Mrs. Keller continued ·to operate the store, and
Eddy maintained his studio.
Two other comments the Acting Superintendent made that fall
are wollt'h noting. He recommended that the park be opened to
automobiles as soon as a second route could be opened to Giant
Forest. It was imperative, however, that on the narrow mountain
roads stock and motor parties should not be mixed. He also commented on the need for a hotel and better transpolitation facilities.
The Panama-Pacif.ic Exthibition was being planned for 1915 in San
Francisco, and a wave of tourism was being expected throughout
the state. These tourists would both need and demand better
service <than existed.33
The opening of the 1913 season brought a number of changes.
For the first spring since 1891 no army troops arrived to administer the park. A civilian administration had been organized
within the Department of the Interior, and Walter Fry became the
first permanent Superintendent. The concession situation continued
to complicate; 1913 marked the peak of intra-park competition
among .the concessionaires. The tent hotel was taken over by
Wa1ter E. Kenney of Madera. He oper-a ted both the accomodations
and the screened dining room wihich had been erected by the
River Inn Company. Kenney's concession also included fees for
transportation which gave him the right to conduot tours of Giant
Forest. He paid a fee that year of $120.00. J. A. Mehrten continued
to oper:ate his wagon stage, bringing in 182 passengers and paying
a fee of $20.00. In direct competition to Mehrten was the new autostage of Youngblood and Luttrell running from Lemon Cove. The
two brought in 122 passengers in accordance with Superintendent
Fry's opening of the Colony Mill Road to motor traffic. Also selling
transpo11tation was Clarence Fry who paid $75.00 for the right to
operate pack and saddle animals .i n the park together with a
tour<ist camp. Fry's transpor-tation concession amounted to the right
to operart:e stock parties into the high Sierra; the location and type

of his ll:ourist camp are unknown. Mrs. Keller continued tt:o operate
the store and feedyard and paid a fee of $5.00. Eddy again re44

newed his "photographic privilege" paying $20.00.34
Even tlh.ough park visitation rose to 3,823 during the season it
must have been apparent ·tha<t the trade could not support competition.35 The following summer saw a balance re-established between
facilities and demand. Competition was removed from the park as
each of llhe fields reverted •to a &ingle operator.
The most important development of :the 1914 season was the
construction of a hotel .in Giant Forest by Kenney. Actually the
building served more as a center for the tent accomodations tthan
as a functioning hotel. Its primary use was as a screened dining
facil.Uty and ki•tchen. The ~tructure was locaJted on tJhe southeastern
fringe of Round Meadow near the existing tents and was approximately 20x50 feet in size. Near the front or southern end it was
totaUy enclosed, but the main ·interior room was simply screened
to keep it cool in the summer. Its construction was hardly first
class yet it would stand for over f.ifty years. Tlhe accomodations in
Giant Forest were Sltill primitive, but at least some effort had been
made to improve service for the expected 1915 crowds. As a reward for his construction effort or perhaps simply as a recogni•tion
of the difficulhes of the trade Kenney's franchise fee was reduced
in 1914 from $75.00 to $20.0Q.3 G
Kenney accomodated 259 persons that summer and was authorized to charge $3.50 per person per night American plan . If the tent
was for two instead of one the rate came down (?) to $3.00 per
night or $16.50 per week. Casual vis~tors found that meals without
lodging ran from 75¢ for breakfast to $1.00 for dinner. Baths were
35¢. Kenney also was authorized to run carriage exctmsions to Moro
Rock, Admiration Point, the General Sherman Tree, and Wolverton
Creek.37 These last two points were on the new road opened that
summer to W alverton Creek, four miles east of the hotel and
store.38 Finally Kenney provided pack train services for parties
wishing to •travel farther into the mountains; rates were adjusted
by destinrution not by time of travel.
Mehrten's Sltage had apparently not been able to compete with
the auto service provided by Tom Lutrell. The auto service was
reorganized under .the name "Sequoia National Park Transportation
Company." The touring cars left Lemon Cove at 12:00 Noon and
arrived in Giant Forest by 6:00 PM; .the down trip was made .i n
the morning leaving Camp Sierra about 6:00 AM and arr.iving at
the Lemon Cove depot around 11:00 AM. The fare was $12.00
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round rtrip. 39 The servke brought 196 into the park and must ihave
been considered profitable, for :!!he fr·anchise fee was raised from
$20.00 to $50.00.40 There .can be no doubt that this six hour auto
trip must have been a great improvement over a two day stage
journey.
The 1915 season •arrived and w£th it lbhe long awQ~ted Exposition
in San Francisco. It did not actually result in any sudden flood of
tourists; aotually the 10% increase in visiltation that season was
somewhat less than many of <the previous years had 6een. The
equilibrium e9tablis·h ed the year before remained stable and no
changes were made in the accomodation, transportation, and store
concessions. The only adjustment was the add.Ltion of a second
photographer, George F. Beldon. The auto ~tages found that the
ever-increasing flood of private autos was •hurting their business;
their season total dropped to 109 passengers.41
The ne)ijt four seasons maintained this balance of small operators.
In 1916 Chester Wright bought out Kenney's pack train and began
the operation of a 6eperate pack 'Station in Giant Forest.42 Apparently he was compet·ing with a number of footlhill packers with
headquarters in the Three Rivers ranches.43
The better stage and rail connections, as well as improved foothill roads, ohad made .t he park more accessible <than it had ever
been before. A mere $21.25 would secure round trip passage from
San Fr-ancisco to Giant Forest via Southern Pacific, Vdsalia Electric,
and Luttrell's auto stage.44 The Bay Area tourist could leave Oakland on a southbound evening sleeper and be in Giant Forest by
3:30 PM rthe next a£ternoon. This new accessibility brought
touri9ts to the park <in numbers not imaginable even a very few
years previous. In 1917, 18,510 entered the park; this was nearly
13,000 more than had come a mere two yearn previous! 45 Even
the war year of 1918 brought 15,000,46 while postwar 1919 brought
30,443.47
During this boom period concessions development was slight.
Kenney undertook no more major construction art: ibis hotel simply
adding additional .tent-s as ·the demand required. A£ter his death
during the winter of 1917-18 his wife proceeded similarly. Wri~t
continued rt:o operate the pack station and in 1918 .took over the
oper.a:tion of the store, erecting in that summer a soLid ·two-9tory
store a few yards ·south of Eddy''iS studio. Messrs. Beldon and Eddy
remained in their rart:her low-key competition. Of ;the 1two Eddy

was more the photographer; Beldon was well advanced in years,
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and his photography was more of hobby with him than a serious
business. 48
Tom Luttrell bowed out of the stage business rut the end of the
1918 season and a new Company, tfu.e "Sequoia National Park Stage
CX>mpany," began to -o per_a te its touring car service in the spring
of 1919. The oompany was locally owned. The operrutors were
Orville Overall of Lemon Cove (who ·had been one of the partners
in the ill-fa-ted River Inn), and !three half brothers, Al Askins and
Bill and Fred Ogilvie.49 During ·that season their seven-passenger
touring cars brought 292 passengers up ;llbe hill from Lemon Cove.5°
At ·t he end of the first season the t>hree br-others bought out Overall. This company seems to have been the first rt:o operate a garage
and gas station in Giant Forest. Lt was looated west of the Wright
Store closer to the meadow: Gas and oil were als-o sold fr-om drums
at the Cedar Creek Ranger Station a few miles within 'tlhe boundary
on the Colony Mill Road.
The park itself was also under new management. In August of
1916 Congress had created the National Park Service w.~thin the
Department of the Interior to supervise the National Parks and
Monuments. This agency, headed by Stephen Ma.tJher, gave the
parks for the first time a consistent cen.tral policy-forming head.
Up to this time each of tll.e parks had been administered seperately. Now Washington would take over the central coordination of
parks policy. Stephen Mather had been .t he driving force behind
the creation of the new bureau, and he was its first director. Upon
his shoulder fell the development of a -central concession policy.
There were two basic policies availa-ble: compet-ition and monopoly.
Phil"OSophicaHy Mather was an advocate of Roosevelt's 1912 New
Nationalism. To him the parks offered a perfect siitua.tion for the
operation of supervised monopolies. He felt that the very nature
and conception of rthe parks ruled out any role for bus-iness competition. Each park would have one prime -concessionaire operating
all the needed tourist facilities, and this operator would be carefully supervised so that he gained a moderate profit while the
basic values 'Of .the park remained intact. This was the policy
Mather applied to Sequoia.
Mather had little oppovtunity to apply this policy in Sequoia
until 1920. Although he favored controlled monopolies, he also
preferred to refrain from ·t he wholesale expulsion of existing
franchise holders. There was little he felt able to do in Sequoia
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until Mrs. Kenney decided to leave. This she apparently did at the
end of the 1919 season. She had operated the tent accomodations
by herself for two years after the dea,th of her husband. Now
Mather could begin the re-combining of the Sequo~a concessions.
He faced a number of problems. Even though Sequoia was more
easily accessible than it had ever been before it still compared
poorly w~th the other major National Parks. Sequoia remained a,t
the end of the long, s·teep mountain grade the Kaweah Colonists
had buiLt thirty years before, while many of the other parks had
either roads better fitted to motor traffic or rail service. It was
obvious •that Sequoia needed a new motor road. Until this was
built it would be difficult rto attract the large amounts of investment capital necessary to organize and develop modern tourist
facilities.
:Vla.ther realized that any company organiz·ed in Sequoia would
actually be holding the concess·ion for the future when overall park
development would reach the point where modern facilities would
become profitable. In such circumstances it seemed best to oall
on some established concession company, one with both park experience and considerable income. Mather chose the Yosemite Na-
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tiona! Park Company controlled by Harry Chandler of the Los
Angeles Times and A. B. C. Dohrmann of San Francisco.;;1 Chandler had been a strong editorial supporter of :Mather in his C<tmpaign
to establish the National Park Service, and he w-as willing to again
assist the development of the California National Parks. Chandler
and Doh1mann responded to Mather's request by organizing the
Kings River Parks Company. They commenced operations in
Sequoia at the begining of the 1920 season with a two year concession.
In Giant Forest they •took over the Kenney ho.tel and the Wright
concession with its rights to operate a store and pack tr.ain. Twenty
miles north of Giant Forest in the small General Grant National
Park they assumed control of the General Grant N<ltional Park
Hotel Company which had been organized in 1918 to operate the
tent hotel in the Gener-al Grant Park.;;:! And in the Kings Canyon
itself, then outside any park, they assumed operation of the old
Kanawyer's Camp at Copper Creek.

The facilities of the KRP Company in Giant Forest consisted
of the large hotel, actually a dining room and kbtchen, a bath
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house, a storeroom, and a number of platform tents. This facility
was renamed. the "Giant Forest Lodge." The Wright concession
included three buildings: the store, a cabin, and a barn with corrals. Dur.ing ithe first summer .the KRP Company began immediately tto improve its new properties. The Wrlght cabin was remodeled
to serve as a general office for the Lodge, and a small but comfortable lounge building with an imposing ston~ .fireplace was
built for the comf01t of the tent guests. Two Modern batth houses
were built at <t<he nor.th end of the dining room. 53 Dur.ing that Hrst
summer of operation the Yosemite National Park Company advanced the KRP Company $43,759.00.64 Nearly one-half of this
sum ( $20,000.00) was spent on new construction and equipment,
while most of the remainder went into rthe pmchasing of the concessions.55 The Company did not feel itself able rt:o also takeover
the operation of the mea;t, dairy, and fruit and vegetable franchises
so they were parcelled out to local bidders. At the end of the first
season the Company -s-howed a loss of $1,529.72; not at all a bad
showing for a first year in a new business. 56
The 1921 season s·aw continued improvement of the camp. To
the east of the dining room eleven two-unit cabins were constructed. A -similar building was bui1t 150 yards farther east!: to
serve as a housekeeping depa1'tment warehouse. Within the cabin
area a linen room was bui1t at .the n01mh end of tthe dining room
and another toilet building was consh·uoted on the hill above the
cabins. An enlargement of the dining room completed the year's
improvements. 57 The cost of this new construction was $8,869.00.58
A!t the end of t!h e season the Lodge had an enlarged capacity of
204: 40 in the new cabins, 44 .in sleeping tents, and 120 in housekeeping tents. 59 Two sleeping tents, eight employee tents and
thwteen housekeeping tents were new in 1921.60
Financially the year was not a good one for the KRP Company.
T-he YNP Company advanced $16,185.00 to cover building expenses
and an operating loss of $14,993.00.61
During thatt year the other concessions continued to operate in
a less spectacular and more profitable manner. Both photographers
sold .the.iJ: works to the touris.ts who came up the hill Vii.a the Askins
and Ogilvie stages. James Mehrten came back into the park business world supplying fruits and vegetables to Giant Forest twice
a week. 62 Byron Allen operated a simple meat shop, w.hile Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Brown pastured thirty head of dairy ca·ttle in Log
Meadow and provided 1>he community wlth dairy produots.63
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The Lodge closed in September as was customary, but for the
first time off-season accomodations were provided. Ranger George
Magly and his wife took in that winter the few tourists who
managed to find their way into Giant Forest. The unsurfa·c ed road
was buried deep under the winter snow, and the only access to
the Big Trees was by foot up the Hosp1tal Rock Trail. That winter
the Maglys accommoda.ted 310 guests. 64
Mather had promised the YNP Company that a new r·oad would
be built into Giant Forest and constl'uction had st·arted in 1921.
Yet, the Yosemilte ·Owners were a li~tle disturbed by their losses,
and they went to Washington to talk wi.vh Mather. Their first two
year contract had expired, but they were willing to continue in
spilte of llhe losses if they could obta·in some increased financi.al
backing. By .i•tself the YNP Company would not be able to absorb
the continued losses of the KRP Company. Mather suggested that
the Yosemite Company take its problem to the local people and
see if a stock issue might be sold.
The idea seemed worth a try, so Mather's assistant, Horace Albright, was sent to Vi&alia early ·in 1922. On Febru•ary 24 he spoke
to a group of locally influential businessmen. He told them that
the Chandler-Dohrmann concession had expired and that the YNP
Company owners wanted to judge the extent of local support before they renewed their franchise. The basic issue was one of investment. If the San Joaquin Valley business community would
invest $125,000 in the KRP Company tthen development could continue for the benefit of all. If this support was not possible the
YNP Company would prefer to withdraw. Albright assured the
businessmen that if they invested in the KRP Company its corporate
structure would be revised to give them a voice in its management.
The Visalia Delta repor.ted that the geneml sentiment was one of
strong support for the Company's continued presence. 65
Apparently the Yosem1te owners were sufficiently impressed by
the sentiments expressed at the meeting to renew their concession.
Further improvements were made on the camp during ·the 1922
season. A new lunch room '~"as buiLt on the southern edge of the
Lodge grounds whioh could seat 24 a•t its modern counter.OO The
construction of more housekeeping .tents raised the capacity of thart:
department to 150. The dining room could now seat 80 for dinner. 67
Business continued to increase; seasonal housecount totals rose to
3,394 in the cabins and sleeping tents and 6,931 in the housekeep51

ing section.6s The gross revenues also reached a new high,
$74,976.0ooo Unfortunately Manager Tbeopbil Fritzen had one
more record figure at the end of the season, an operating loss of
$15,661.0070

Dohrmann and Chandler must not have been too pleased with
the situation. By the end of the 1922 season bhey had advanced
another $16,681.00 to the KRP Company; in three seasons over
$76,000.00 had been loaned to the still unprofitable Sequoia subsidiary.71 Some losses bad been forseen, but the situation seemed
to be getting worse instead of better. The favor for Mather was
getting expensive. Albr.ight seemed to have tapped some enthusiasm during the previous winter, ·b ut the refinancing so badly
needed had not pwceeded from it as hoped. In December of 1922
a new attempt was made to build interest in a reorganization of
the company.
A week before Christmas Dohrmann and Chandler visited
Visalia. They attended a special banquet in the Hotel Johnson and
then retired willh the banquet party to the Legion rooms of the
Municipal Auditorium. Dohrmann spoke. He outlined ~e situation;
the YNP Company had simply been holding the Sequoia franchise
waiting for the completion of the new road. Now the time bad
come •to eitller help them or let ~em out. As the room listened
Dohrmann explained three possible options. (One), A totally new
stock company could be formed to buy out the YNP Company
interests in Sequoia. (Two), A new company could be formed
and the YNP Company could maintain an interest in it to the
value of the KRP Company. (Three), the YNP could maintain
control of the Sequoia franchise with the local business community
investing $250,000.00 in it. After Dohrmann had spoken both
Chandler and Ben Maddox voiced their enthusiasm for tihe third
option. The meeting broke up a£ter deciding to meet again five
days later to talk over the various possibilities.72
On the following Thursday evening, December 21, 1922, twenty
businessmen met to discuss the .three options. Interest was high in
bhe third option, and it w:as decided to ask Dohrmann and Chandler to return .to Visalia in January. 73
Dohrmann accepted the invitation and returned for another
meeting which was reported in the January 23, 1923 Delta. Dohrmann met with thirty business leaders from Fresno, Kings, Kern,
and Tulare Counties and again e":plained the overall situation.
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Stephen Mather had first asked the YNP Company to take over
the Sequoia concession, and it was Mather who upon hearing of
the YNP Company's problems, had suggested that Dohrmann take
the problem .to the people of ·llhe valley. The three options were
reviewed with clle investment requirement on the third raised to
$350,000.00 Dohrmann went on to explain thart: the third offer was
a very philanthropic one for the YNP Company to make. It would
allow bhe new investors to receive YNP Company dividents on
t!heir capital while waiting for the KRP Company to become profitable. The enthusiasm for the third plan was general, and four
companies were organized to begin fund raising in the four valley
counties. An executive committee was formed consisting of Ben
Maddox of Visalia, Charles Osborn of Fresno (editor of .t he
Republican), C. A. Barlow of Bakersfield, and E. F. Pickerall of
Hanford. Included in the plan was the eventual organiz<lition of a
directorate of valley investors for the reor·ganized KRP Company.H
Meanwhile manager Fritzen had been preparing a master plan
for continued construction at his winter office in San Francisco.
The plan was to project KRP Company development through the
remainder of the decade. The new roa<i was exJ>eoted to be done
within a few years, and its completion would open the park to a
much greater tourist <trade than it was enjoying. When the crowds
started to arrive .the KRP Company would have to be ready. The
plan oalled ·for the investment of $1,940,200.00 by 1930. Transportation improvement would receive $400,000.00 which would be spent
on the purchasing of a fleet of seventy vehicles to operate on the
new road system. The Giant Forest Lodge would need $186,500.00;
its eighty existing tent cabins would be replaced with ninety new
cottages. One quarter mile to the west of the Lodge at Beatie
Rock $755,000.00 would be spent on the construction of a 76 room
hotel. When business grew enough .to fill it, 125 modern cabins
would be built adjacent to it. The hotel would be for year-round
use. The housekeeping fiacilities which had been removed from the
Lodge would be relocarted at Soldier's Camp, about two miles from
the Lodge. There 750 12x14' tent cabins and 25 cottages would be
built for t>he housekeeping •trade at a cost of $248,000.00. Altogether
these three lodging facilities when fully developed would accomodate over 3,000 persons! To supply these guests and the 800 employees who would be needed to serve them, new stores would
be built together with a modern warehouse, a laundry, public
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ba>tl1s, a garage and gasoline station, and a bakery. These facilities
would cost an additional $300,000.00. FinaUy the pack train headquarters would be moved ·to a new site far.ther east near .t he end
of the new TOad a.t .a cost of $44,000.00.75
T.his plan was completed by Fritzen by December 14, 1922, two
days before Dohrmann first spoke .i n Visalia, .though Dohrmann
does not seem to have mentioned it at tha~t time. Perhaps it was
brought up .at the smaller meeting in January. In February, after
allowing sufficient time for the proper organiul.tion of the four
fund raising companies, the m.ain features of the plan were sent to
Osborn who published them in his Fresno Republican. The article
promised tha-t $334,000.00 would he spent during the next two
seasons to further develop the Sequoia and General Grant concessions.76
While the four companies labored in the valley to raise the
needed $350,000.00, the 1923 season passed in .M!e park with few
changes. The Sequoia National Park Stage C<lmpany brought a
record 1,087 passengers mto the park, and it aiso began operations
to Mineral King passing •through the southern por.tion of the park.
The company applied for permission to operate from Visalia instead
of Lemon Cove, but .t he state railroad commission refused the application. Eddy and Beldon continued to operate their concessions
as did Allen, Belden, and the Carters.77
The KRP housecount swelled to 5,280 in sleeping and 9,133 in
housekeeping; both were records. Revenues increased to $78,078.00.78 However, once again red

ink filled the company ledgers.

Using the simple criteria of operating expenses versus gross revenues both ~the lodge and .the housekeeping depal'ltments in Giant
Forest wer·e profitable. The biggest money losers were the Grant
Grove Lodge and rthe Kings River Camp. Within Sequoia the most
unprofitable department was the Giant Forest pack train. Altogether gross revenues exceeded operating expenses by $3,448.00.
However, when general expenses of $13,331.00 and depreciation
were brought into t!he balancing the small profit became a loss of
$17,040.00. Once again the moilier YNP Company advanced working ca:p1tal :totaling $19,949.00. The KRP Company had now borrowed $96,575.00.79
If the KRP Companis relations with Washington were good,
those with the Park Serv.ice administration art: Ash Mountain, the
new park headquarters, left a great deal to be desired. John R.
White had followed Walter Fry as Superintendent, and he had
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definite doubts about his prime concessionaire. In a letter to Washington late in 1923 he discussed t.he Company's continued difficulties. It seemed to White tlhQ/t the Company was "over organized"
and "over staffed." More personal management would have solved
many of their problems.80 White noted that while the Company
complained th·a t the government had not made needed improvements in the park, travel had increased 218% since 1919. It seemed
to White that very little had actually been built in spite of the
large figures the Company reports showed going into constructions.
White was more than a little suspicious.81
However, the Company's most cr.itical problem was still the
badly needed reorganization. Tille campaign had begun that spring
with nigh .hopes, but by fall :i.t was apparent that it had failed. The
Annual Report of 1923 noted 1iliat in spi,t e of the efforts of both
the Company and the Park Service, t-he refinancing had fallen
through. The crucial faooor seems to have been the existence of a
raisin dr.ive competing for valley capital. 8:! The failure of the fund
raising drive must have a severe blow to the KRP Company. Repeated effor.ts had been made to Teorganize the financial backing
of the Company ·over a :two year period; each of ·t hem had failed.
Chandler and Dohrmann were reaching the end of their patience.
The 1924 KRP season started with the appointment of a new
general manager. E. H. Maize replaced Fritzen. With Maize
came a new policy; the KRP Company would have ·t o pay its own
way. No more money would be for.thcoming from Yosemite. The
building plans were shelved; no construction or purchasing of new
equipment was auothorized.83 'I'he consistently unprofitable pack
station was sold to Ord Loverin of Three Rivers. 8~ Bad luck continued to persist. The summer of 1924 was cold and rainy. Business
dropped alarmingly. Stage loadings dropped nearly 50%. The
Lodge houseoount fell from 5,280 to 2,547; housekeeping dropped
from over 9,000 to 6,658. 85 Yet, t.he austere management persisted,
and at the end of f!he season the books showed a net profit of
$6,710.00 Super·intendent White was still suspicious; he called the
Company's 1924 repont to the government an exercise in "low
finance." Where, ihe asked, had all those dollars gone? Surely n()t
into the simple cabins in Giant F.orest. White recommended that
the report be carefully audited.8G
1924 was tile last year of the YNP Company's adventure in

Sequoia. Mather had asked for a favor, and that favor had cost
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the Yosemite company over $108,000.00 in advances to the KR•P
Company even allowing for the $3,018.00 repayment which Maize
was able to make during 1924.87 Only Mabher seems to have
profited; a central monopoly had been developed.
If the YNP Company wanted to get out of Sequoia there were
now others who wanted to get in. During the 1925 season the
KRP Company continued to operate under its old name, but the
properties were leased. The new manager was Hazen H. Hunkins;
Hunkins was working for Howard Hays. Hays had come wes.t for
his health shortly after the .turn of the century and taken a job with
one of the camp companies in Yellowstone Nat.ional Park. Shordy
before the 1917 war he had come to be a good friend of both
Mather and Albright. From Yellowstone !he had returned to
Chicago to work in a joint tourist bureau operated by the Union
Pacific and the Chicago and Nort>hwestern Railroads. When these
lines were placed under the National Railroad Administration for
the duration, Hays found himself working for the government.
During the 1aJtter months of the war he worked wibh Albright in
planning a postwar publicity campaign for the park system. 86
Hunkins also seems to have worked in the Ohicago office during
the war. 89
In 1919 Hays had bought out his old employer in Yellowstone
with .the help of Roe Emery (transportation concessionaire at
Rocky Mountain and Glacier National Parks), and Walter Wh:il!:e
of the Wh1te motor-car company.110 Hays operated the Yellowstone
Park Camping Company .from July of 1919 until 1924 when poor
healt>h forced him to sell ·it. 91 In the spring of 1926 Hays signed
a twenty-year contract with Mather for the operation of the prime
Sequoia concession; he called his new company the "Sequoia and
General Grant National Parks Company." The year 1926 also
marked a turning point for the park in two other ways: the new
road was finallly opened into Giant Forest after five years of construction, and the park itself was doubled in size to include the
Kern Canyon and Mount Whitney.
The opening of the new "General's Highway" had disasterous
consequences for the Sequoia National Park Stage Company. The
three brothers had operated successfully throughout the KRP Company period. They had augmented their Packards and Cadillacs
with a 27 passenger White bus and had em:ended their services to
Visalia when the Visalia Electric Railroad quit the passenger
business. Their success, however, stood in the way of Mather's
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consolidation policy, and when the General's Highway opened, the
Park Service awarded the transpol'tation concession to the new
Hays company. This, of course, had no effect on service outside
the park, so the SNPT Company buses continued to run right up
to the park boundary where a transfer was established a.t Ash
Mountain.92
Mather at last had found in the Sequoia and General Grant
National Parks Company a concessionaire capable of continuing
development. Construction began almost immediately on a new
village to replace the pre-1926 facilities. 93 The ten years following
1926 witnessed a total re-development of the park concessions. The
modern facilities which had been planned for so long were built.
Twenty-eight years had been needed to formulate a concession
policy for Sequoia and make it work. Within these years Sequoia
had risen from an unknown wilderness to become one of ·t he
"natural wonders of the world." The three major events of 1926
marked the beginning of the modern tourist per-iod in Sequoia.
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Owens Valley, Case Study in Historical
Geography and Sequent Occupance
GLENN

A.

VENT Al\"D HERBERT
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During the first three decades of the twentieth century the
political and indu-strial ·lea·ders of Los Angeles and adjoining areas
of southern CalifOrnia were engaged in a titanic struggle to wrest
control of .the life-giving waters of the Owens Valley located two
hundred miles to the north and across the Sierras and beyond the
Mojave Desert. The people who -controlled the water were laa:gely
farmers who used these waters .to sustain a prosperous agricultural
community of 8,000 people in a valley one hundred miles long and
from 5 t!:o 10 miles wide. Today there is no evidence that suoh an
Eden ever existed here, since .the Los Angeles victory was so complete that the whole countryside has reverted to a wasteland as
inhospitable as the Sahara itself. However, there are some village
and city enclaves that have persisted and in some oases grown in
recent years due to eaTlier unforeseen events. This valley, the
Owens Valley, is indeed a classic example of wha.t the geographer
refers to as sequent occupance, the pattern of whioh will be unfolded in this truly "western" about which few people <today are
at all acquainted.
Tihe struggle began when Los Angeles built an aqueduct at .t he
lower end of t!:he Owens River, in the southern part of <the valley,
in order to obtain water for its expanding population. Prior .to this
time Los Angeles had enjoyed -great success in the courts in obtaining control of all ground water in the Los Angeles River Basin.
Also, Los Angeles won a U. S. Supreme Court victory over d:he
farmers ·of the adjacent San Fernando Valley for control of their
wa-ter. These events both occurred immediately after the turn of
the century.
By 1904, Los Angeles, a city of 175,000, was gaining population
at the rate of 50,000 per year. 'f.he local water supplies could not
sustain such a population explosion, but there was Owens Valley to
the north which could provide ample water. Spurred by court
victories, Los Angeles officials had sound reasons for anticipating
suooess in any new water ventur.e.
In 1903 J. B. Lippincott, chief engineer of the United States
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Reclamation Service on the West Coast, arrived in Owens Valley.
He told the farmers that the Federal -government was planning a
major irrigation project in their valley which would supply water
to an additional 200,000 acres. At the same .time a Los Angeles
syndicate began to purchase land in the San Fernando Valley at
from five to fifty dollars per acre. 1 These events, as will be indicated, have an important tie-in. Soon United States Reclamation
engineers arrived in Owens Valley and made e~tensive surveys and
detailed maps of .the valley's water resources. Lippincott persuaded
Mle farmers to turn over their water rights to the national government to expedite the reclamation project. Should the government
decide against the project, Lippincott assured the farmers that not
only would the water rights be restored to them, but they would
also reoeive all the government charts, maps, and surveys of their
valley.2
Meanwhile Fred Eaton, .a furmer mayor of Los Angeles, decided
that the Owens River ·should be diverted by an aqueduct to the
municipal reservoirs of Los Angeles. Eaton convinced William Mulholland, chief engineer of the municipal water department, that
Los Angeles must have the water of Owens River. 3 In 1904 Ea.ton
appeared in Owens V-alley, claiming to be Lippincott's representative.• His daim was bolstered by the fact that he had traveled
previously through the valley with Lippincott. Eaton began buying
options on lands along Mle Owens River. The residents believed
that Eaton was obtaining the options for the national government
since he carried the maps and surveys made by .the Reclamation
Service.
In March 1905, Eaton obtained a two-month option to pm·chase
Thomas B. Rickey's Owens Valley ranch for $450,000. This ranch
included the Long Valley dam site, >the aqueduct diversion point
north of Independence, and large water rights.'; Later in the spring
Eaton returned to Owens Valley and resumed this acquisition of
valley lands. He was accompanied at that -time by Mulholland and
the Los Angeles Board of Water Commissioners who posed as cattle
buyers.G
Lippincott was aware of the plan for acquiring Owens Valley
waters £rom at least the autumn of 1904.; He assured the Los
Angeles Water Board that the federal government would assist
Los Angeles in obtaining water from the Owens River. "Late in
May 1905 the chief engineer of the Reclamation Service was in
Los Angeles, backing up Lippincott's stand."11
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In 1905 Lippincott called for a three-man board of government
engineers to meet in San Francisco to review the data on the
Owens River reclamation project and summarily declare it unfavorable. On July 28, 1905 the engineers reported that the valley
could easily be turned into one of the garden spots of the West.
Lippincott then announced that, despite the report, the reclamation project would be canoeled. 9 However, shortly before Lippincott's announcement, Eaton bought all the land on which he had
options. 1o At approximately the same time it was discovered that
Lippincott had been secretly receiving a salary from ~he city of
Los Angeles while he was still employed by .the federal govemment.11 T.his duality of interests was forbidden by law. The federal
government did not prosecute Lippincott for his actions, but he
was a·sked to resign, whereupon he immediately took a $6,000 a
year position with the Los Angeles Water Department. 1 ~
Eaton at this juncture tried to make a deal with Los Angeles, in
which he would keep pa:rt of the water for irrigation and power
generation. Mulholland did not aoopt the proposal and Los
Angeles turned to fede-al authorities for advice.13 The advice resulted in rejection of Eaton's deal; thus Eaton was forced to sell
his lands to Los Angeles for $1.5 million dollars.14 In any event
Eaton still made a handsome profit from his manipulations.
All the actions just described were oarried out in utmost secrecy.
Only the Los Angeles papers were aware of .the course of events.
Not even the ci.ty council was apprised of what was happening in
Owens Valley. 15 The newspapers had kept the secret for three
years. By 1905 .t he time had become appropriate to unveil the
news about the new project. All the newspapers agreed to print
the news on ~he same day, but the Los Angeles Times broke the
pledge and came out with the story one day early. Secrecy had
been invoked to allow Los Angeles to obtain the land from Owens
Valley farmers at fair prices.
In the autumn of 1905 the Los Angeles voters approved a bond
issue of $1.5 million to pay for the Eaton properties. Next Mulholland's aqueduct plans were submitted to a board of ,the nation's
top engineers. The plans were approved with only minor revisions.
The engineers estimated it would .t·ake five years to build the
aqueduct. 16 The estimate of five years was correct as will be
seen later.
Even at the end of 1905 considerable land continued to be
available to homesteaders in the 'Peripheries of Owens Valley. As
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homesteaders acquired these lands and companion water rights,
Los Angeles had a growing problem ·of obtaining additional valley
water. However, Los Angeles was not without allies. On April 20,
1906 Gifford Pinchot, chief United States forester, placed 200,000
acres of Owens Valley land in the Sierra Reserve which was a
national forest.J1 Pinchot indicated that this action was intended
to assist Los Angeles in obtaining Owens Valley water with as
little hinderance as possible. 18 President Taft rescinded Pinchot's
order in 1911. Nevertheless, at opportune moments during this
manipulation Los Angeles had filed claims on all these lands, thus
acquiring the entire 200,000 acres. 19
'f.be Los Angeles efforts to obtain Owens River water next
shifted to the national capital. Since the aqueduct which Los
Angeles envisioned would traverse government land, an act of
Congress was necessary to gain approval. Congressman Sylvester
C. Sm~th represented the interests of Owens Valley farmers, who
wanted a !l'eservoir built at Long Valley that would allow farming
to continue in Owens Valley and be prohibited in the Los Angeles
area insofar as Owens Valley water was concerned. However,
Senator Flint supported the Los Angeles position which opposed an
irrigation restriction on the city. The Senator said that Los Angeles
would not build the aqueduct if townspepole would be denied
water to grow small gardens outside the city. Senator Flint assured
President Theodore Roosevelt that the water would not be used
to irrigate farms. 20 Roosevelt then signed the bill which gave Los
Angeles practically all the southern part of the Owens Valley water
needed to sustain irrigation agriculture in ~hat section of the valley.
Immediately following passage of the Aqueduct Bill, the national
government in July announced its abandonment of the reclamation
project. However, the government did not return thousands of acres
of public land to settlement, lands which bad been withdrawn
while the project was a possibility and a hope.:!1
The next step in the plan to bring water to Los Angeles was a
financial one, passing a $23 million bond issue. The issue passed
by a vote of ten to one,:!~ but not before a bitter campaign was
fought in which there were serious accusations made by the pro
and con groups. In the end, the great need for addition<ll water in
Los Angeles easily swung the election despite tl1e fact that certain
land developers stood to gain fortunes in the San Fernando
Valley.:!:!
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Construction on the aqueduct began in 1908. More than 5,000
men worked for five yeaxs to complete this engineering marvel. A
one hundred-twenty mile railroad was buil-t to bring in supplies
and equipment to the construction sites. In addition more than five
hundred miles of roads and trails were blazed, plus fifty-seven
division camps to house the men. Support water and telephone
lines were .also built. The aqueduct was completed within -the
estimated costs and time limits, and with no evidence of graft. 24
The initial twenty-two miles of the aqueduct are an unlined
canal fifty feet wide and ten feet deep. The next thirty-eight miles
consist of a concrete lined conduit through the Alabama Hills and
terminating at the Haiwee Reservoir, which is a basin portion of
the former Owens River. This reservoir oovers an area of fifteen
square miles and can store 20 bilHon gallons of water.:!G South of
the reservoir the aqueduct continues as a closed concrete conduit
for one hundred .twenty-five miles. The covered conduit empties
into the Fairmont Reservoir at that point. From .the Fairmont
Reservoir a tunnel carries the water through a mountain range to
the Elizabeth Lake Reservoir, from whence the aqueduct resumes
its way to smaller reservoirs of the San Fernando Valley. The water
is diverted from these reservoirs to the Los Angeles distribution
system. No pumping is required anywhere along the aqueduct
route. The entire distance covered is 230 miles.
Los Angeles paid its honors to William Mulholland who was the
guiding genius behind the construction of the aqueduct which
brought Owens Valley water to thirsty Los Angelinos. The city
might also have paid homage to the Eatons and Lippinootts whose
groundwork made the whole endeavor possible. Of course, the inhabitants of Owens Valley of that time thought differently about
all of these men, although some did acquire more for their lands
than they ever thought possible. These men took their "quick"
money and moved elsewhere with little concern about their once
beautiful f3.!rm lands reverting to desert.
The considerable difference is elevliltion between Owens Valley
and Los Angeles provided a power potential from the flow of
waters through the aqueduct system. Los Angeles was soon in the
power business because of this factor, despite opposition from
private power groups. The resultant cheap power soon became a
spur to bring many industrial interests .to Los Angeles. The trend
was well established by 1920. ~c Some of the major industries thus
attracted were ship building, sardine canning, tire manufacturing,
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and vegetable oil production.27
The Aqueduct Bill required that the wa.ter be piped .to Los
Angeles. As has been noted that aqueduct stopped at the San
Fernando Valley, Los Angeles annexed 100,800 acres of San
Fernando farmland to solve Jt!hat legal problem. This also made it
possible to use Owens Valley water to ixrigate -these farmlands which was done. The Otis-Chandler interests in 1910 had the good
fortune to purchase 47,000 acres of .t.h ese dry farming lands. With
the advent of irrigation these formerly cheap lands sold for a
fortune. The Otis-Ohandler syndicate made an estimated profi-t of
$100 million.28 The farmers of Owens VaHey were stunned,
shocked, and helpless by this course of events.
Up untill923 Los Angeles 'Owned approximately 100,000 acres of
ranch .Jand in the Owens Valley, all of i.t in •the southern part of
the v.alley. During that year the City of Los Angeles began to move
into the nor.thern valley area~ 9 at which time its representatives
bought options on about eighty per cent of the water rights on the
McNally Canai. This canal irrigated the eastern side of the valley
nea.r Bishop.3° The newly acquir·ed water was returned to the
Owens River and the land ·reverted to desert. As ·a consequence the
valley economy took a sharp decline because there were no longer
enough ranchers an<!. farmers to sustain the prior prosperous
economy.31 It should be pointed out that foHowing completion of
the aqueduct in 1913 and changing the southern par.t of the valley
to Jesert again, the northern half of Owens Valley experienced at
least an agricultural ·status quo for a decade, but its decline was
precipitous after 1923 as will he further Jescribed.
The city not only permitted no water on its own land, but also placed
hundreds of pumps on the edges of it, drawing the water from its own land
and also from that nearby. . . The City of the Angels built dikes in front
of the irrigation ditches, altered the course of the river, and even dynamited
private storage reservoirs.32

Farmers and ranchers had been forced to leave then· Owens
Valley homes under threat of eviction.33 Los Angeles then attempted ·t o purchase lands of the f.Mmers who owned the Big Pine
Canal, •s outh of Bishop. When the farmers refused to sell, city
agents in the valley sent a crew of men, mules, and scrapers to
Big Pine to take what one of the agents described as "primitive
measures." The Big Piners promtly drove off the workmen and

threw the equipment into the river. 34 The stand at Big Pine led
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Los Angeles to buy 4416 acres of land a:long wi'llh water rights for
$1 million from the Big Pine owners on October 15, 1923.35
In 1924 a delegation of San Fernando Valley farmers attempted
to purchase 50,000 acre feet of Owens Valley water. The representatives were informed that the only way they would obtain any
water was :to ptl1'chase everything remaining in Owens Valley for
$8 mi:llion.a6 In the spring of that yeaT valley residents dynamited
the aqueduct at Lone Pine,:n which led the Los Angeles Record to
warn that "blood may color the aqueduct water and a real explosion choke the city with thirst.''3 8
During the autumn of 1924 the Los Angeles Board of Public
Service Commissioners made what appeared to be a just offer. They
offered to preserve 30,000 acres in t!he upper end of the valley for
agriculture, but the valley residents made some S·tiff counter-proposals which were of course not acceptable to Los Angeles. Among
these counter-proposals were ( 1) Los Angeles should pay $5,400,000
for shrinkage of property values in the valley towns, and ( 2) Los
Angeles should buy all land and property rights in the Owens
Valley for $12 million.39
Within a month following the Commissioners' proposal a band
of armed settlers seized :the aqueduct spillway in the Alabama Hills
and opened the waste gart:es, allowing 200 million gallons of water
per day for four days to flow across ·the desert floor. Los Angeles
responded by s·endi:ng armed detectives toward the opened spillways, hut the Inyo County sheriff refused to let the detectives
proceed with .t heir mission, warning, "1£ you go up there and start
any <!;rouble, not one of you'll get back to teH the tale.''40
Los Angeles ex:erted pressure on the sheriff to arrest the ranchers.
He drov-e out to the Alabama Hills and handed out seventy-five
copies of a count injunction against their action. The ranchers threw
the injunctions into the water and warned that if state troopers
were used against them, they would dynamite the waste gates.
The sheriff did request ·national guardsmen, whioh the governor refused to send. The settlers shut off the water only after they received guarantees from the Los Angeles Clearing House Associoation that it would try to obtain a fair settlement for the valley.41
The differences were not quickly resolved. In 1926 and 1927
dynamite explosions destroyed many of Los Angeles' newly drilled
wells, damaged power houses, and blew out vari:ous sections of the
aqueduct. 4 ~ These incidents gained nation-wide publici:ty, most of
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it highly unfavorable to Los Angeles. Even the California press
supported the Owens Valley residents.
Between 1923 and 1927 Los Angeles spent nearly $12 million
dollars purchasing eighty percent of the remainder of the farms in
Owens Valley. Although that was more than the land was worth
it was but a small fraotion of w.hat the water was wor.t!h to southem California. Nevertheless, to some poor farmers "the opportunity
to sell was a godsend."~ 3 Other farmers did not wish to sell at any
price, and their anger grew as the city returned more and more
of :the valley to desert.
A darn in Long Valley could have backed up a reservoilr with a
storage capacity of 350,000 acre reet. This would have provided
the Owens River with a flow of nine hundred second cubic feet
which would have been sufficient water to have continued irrigating the 80,000 acres of first-class fannland in Owens Valley in
addition :to supplying Los Angeles wi'th twioe as muoh water as
had ever flowed through t'he aqueduct. 44 Mulholland adamantly
refused to build such a dam. Owens Valley residents were fixmly
convinced that this one endeavor would have ended the dispute
between Los Angeles and themselves. According to the edioor of
the Inyo Register, the accepted spokesman .for a majority of the
settlers, Mulholland blocked construction of the dam to prevent
F~red Eaton and W. D. Longyear, both of whom were ranch-owners in Long Valley, from forcing the city into paying excessive
indemnities for their holdings. In addition, Mulholland had a deepseated hattred for Owens Valley !Iesidents.45
On May 27, 1927 ten men dynamited and destroyed four hundred
fifty feet of tthe No Name Siphon which was one of the largest
syphons in the aqueduct system.~G "Through the early summer of
1927 the outdoor spo11t of "shooting the duck' was the leading occupation and main topic of conversation in the Owens Valley."H
Altoget-her the aqueduct was dynamited nine ttimes. 48
A financial disaster in Owens Valley, the failure of the Inyo
County and First National banks, brought a sudden end to the
long struggle between the settlers .and Los Angeles. The Watterson
brothers, valley bankers, had led rthe settlers' struggle against Los
Angeles for many years. "This debacle [bank failures] banh-upted
many of the settlers and left the valley no longer able to carry on
its long-drawn-out fight against the city.''~ 9 The Los Angeles DepartmeDJt of Water and Power was by this time providing jobs for
many of the financially rruined residents of ·tlle valley.
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By 1930 Los Angeles had acquired about ninety per cent of the
former farmland in Owens Valley. 50 At this point in time the State
of California began building a highway through the valley and on
to Lake T.ahoe. That undertaking was opposed by Los Angeles.
The City of Los Angeles forthwith destroyed all traces of the
valley's ruined agricultural economy. Morrow Mayo wrote in the
eaxly 1930's, "T,he city is <removing all traces civilization; putting
the firebrand to dead orchards, deserted fa~mhouses, schools, and
other buildings."Gl
lnyo County, very small in the beginning, lost 476 residents
between 1920 and 1930. In 1940 there were only 8,501 acres of
irrigated land in the whole county. During 1969 and 1971 the
authors of this article made personal inspections, and for all intents and purposes there was almost no remaining irrigated farm
land.
In the 1930's Los Angeles moved north of Owens Valley and
tapped rich water resources of the Mono Lake area. This Mono
Basin Development was completed in 1940 and increased water
supply for Los Angeles in the trans-Sierran sites from 446 cubic
feet per second to 586 cubic feet per second. 5 ~ The city also built
the Long Valley dam, opposed for yeatrs by Mulholland. The
reservoir bEiliind the dam is known as Lake Crowley. It should be
added ·t hat prior to the construction of the dam in Long Valley,
Mulholland had lost his job in Los Angeles following two disasters
on his dams, one disaster resulting in the loss of 600 lives.53 The
Mono development thus marked the end of the struggle between
Los Angeles and the residents of Owens Valley.
Over a period of one-third of a century Los Angeles acquired
nearly all of the water from the valley area and from lands farther
north. A viable agricultural community disappeaxed with the removal of its lifegiving water xesources. One might at this juncture
be prepared to write off this community, but such has not been
the case. By the 1960's something new had emerged in an interesting tum of sequent occupance.
Present-day Tesidents, including the local pa-ess, tend to look back
upon the protracted struggle for water with Los Angeles as an interesting part of their history and are far less resentful than might
be expected. What happened here was comparable in some ways
to what happened elsewhere in America during >that period, the
decline of the agricultural economy with the very gr·eat ascendancy
of the town and city economy, albeit on a more conspicuously catas70

trophic scale in Owens Valley than in most other places. Appreciated is the faot that once-despised Los Angeles pays one-half of
the valley's •taxes. Additionally the "new' look" has seen the development of a tourist business which might have been slower developing in a farming community. Tourism is especially tied to Bishop,
a dean and prosperous town of more :than 3,000 population, whose
main a~t!iraction is winter sport's and other activities made possible
by the adjacent high Sierras. The edi!tor of the Chalfant Press Temarked that valley residents "Jike the sweet money of t!he tolli'i'Sit
business."
Since Los Angeles controls almost all land in the valley, land
values axe extremely high in Bishop and the few smaller towns.
Tohe authors, for example, were apprised tha:t one-half aCl-e in
Bishop recently sold for $65,000. Some of the early day residelllts
who maintained oon!irol of Jj;own properties have become wealthy
because of the land scarcity factor Cl·eated ·by Los Angeles. Also,
some of these affluent men still control water rights.
Towns in Owens VaHey maintain very :tight controls over whaJt
can be built in their communities. Their leaders do not want a
la'l"ge population or industrialization with the t·esultant problems
of pollution, crime, and impersonalization which oharaorerize most
urban complexes. So fax the new .generation of residents in Owens
VaHey has been successful in generating a bnlcing, e~hihu·a.ting
out-door environment that must be the envy of all .those who a:re
privileged to view it or share it momentaaily.
Thus it appea:rs that a new adaptation has taken pltace in the
Owens Valley, a resurrection not unlike ·t hat of phoenix from .the
ashes. However, as has been noted, t'he resurrection ·i s sornething
vastly different firom the beautiful and pr<>sperous agricultural
economy ·Of ·the past. It is now basically a totuist economy, which
seems to capture the imagination of all those who <hl·e <l p<ut of it.
The agriculrtural wasteland is still there, but the towns tell the
modem story. Few places point out better the resiliency of <m
apparently beaten and frush·a.ted people to make adequate adjustments to an overturned cultural environment. 'Dhis is one of the
things sequent occupance is all about. Perhaps there m-e some
lessons in •the Owens Valley story that may be pertinent to othEir
environmental settings in a world of mpid change.
1

Morrow Mayo, "The Rape of Owens Valley," Los Angeles, 1933, p. 225.

2 Ibid., p. 226.
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Owens Valley Land Today Reverted to Desert
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Bess (upper) and I oan London, daughters of the famous author.
From a newsphoto in the San Francisco Bulletin, November 28,
1916- six clays after Jack London's death.
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Unique Family Collection of Jack
London's Works Preserved Intact in
University of the Pacific's Stuart Library
ROBIN LAMPSON

The long shelf of books in that living room was not just a showpiece. The volumes so openly and proudly displayed were not
sacrosanct,- not something only to be looked at reverently and never to
be touched. These were definitely "family" books, to be handled and
read- and, indeed, most of them looked as if they had been handled a
lot and read many times.-Becky recently assured me that this was so,
that each member of the household had read every book once, and
many of them several times. And she added, "Why, I've read many of
these books- all my favorites, that is-at least five times!"- A glance at
this collection today reveals that these books are not pristine: they have
obviously been handled, even by eager childish hands, and read, and
reread, and enjoyed, and loved.

On December 8 last year the University of the Pacific announced
in a press release that it had been presented "a complete and quite
possibly the most prized collection of books by Jack London."
The news release added: "All the first-edition copies of London's novels and volumes of collected short stories which he inscribed to his first wife, Bessie Maddern London, and to their
two children, Joan and Bess [Becky] have been presented to Pacific's Stuart Library of Western Americana. The library received
the complete collection of 52 volumes- which is all the known titles
published by Jack London- from Mr. and Mrs. Robin Lampson,

who recently moved to Stockton from Richmond, California."
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With that statement duly but immodestly quoted, the writer of
this article hastens to explain that not all the 52 volumes are inscribed by London, as several titles were published after his untimely death at the age of 40. But the collection is complete, containing all volumes published by London himself, plus those of
his works issued by his estate and heirs, with one title, Dutch
Courage, a gathering of his short stories, appearing as late as
1922. And those volumes which Jack London never lived to in scribe have all been signed by one of his two daughters, Joan or
Bess, to attest that they are a part of this original intimate family
collection.
But this collection is more than rare: it is unique in the precise
meaning of that much-abused word, that is, "the only one of its
kind." ("Unique" is a word that should never be modified
quantitatively: a thing is either unique or it is not, and any
qualification, modification, restriction, or limitation of this beautifully precise adjection obliterates it. On the other hand, anything
that is correctly classifed as rare must exist in two or more
examples.)
Since this particular collection of Jack London's works is unique
and irreplaceable, I am proud to have been able to keep it from
being broken up and perhaps auctioned off piecemeal and so
scattered all over the world.
The circumstances that enabled me to accomplish this had their
beginning more than 55 years ago, and consist of a sequence of
events that, for me, seem to have almost inevitably produced this
gratifying result. But before relating these events, I must tell of
another and concomitant donation of Londoniana to UOP's Stuart
Library:
Jack London's only surviving child, Mrs. Bess London Fleming,
(the "Becky" already mentioned, ) has also presented to the library
23 volumes written either by or about her world-famous father. Included are two different editions of Jack London and His Times,
written by London's elder daughter, Mrs. Joan London Miller, with
each volume containing a different but beautifully timely inscription from Joan to her sister. Also included are Sailor on Horseback,
a biographical novel about London by Irving Stone, and two books
in Russian about Jack London's life and writings by Professor Vii
Bwickoff of the University of Moscow.
Thus, these two donations total 75 volumes, and Becky and the
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Lampsons are hoping that this fine start will encourage others who
possess Jack London letters and books, especially volumes translated into other languages or about London, to present them for
permanent preservation in the UOP Stuart Library of Western
Americana.
I began writing verse in grammar school at the age of nine, and
in 1916, as I was graduating from high school in Sonoma County,
a Santa Rosa newspaper published a small volume of my poems
titled On Reaching Sixteen and Other Verses. It received good reviews in the San Francisco newspapers and magazines, including
Overland Monthly .
One of the editors of the San Francisco Chronicle suggested that
I send one of my booklets to Ina Coolbrith, California's first poet
laureate, who, he informed me, lived in the city on Russian Hill. This
news amazed me, for Ina Coolbrith's poems were in my grammarschool readers, along with the work of Longfellow and Tennyson,
and I had assumed that Miss Coolbrith had been dead for many a
year. However, I was assured that she was still alive, aged 75, and
going strong. ( She had been Bret Harte's first assistant editor of
Overland Monthly in the late 1860s; now, in 1916, she still had
another dozen years to live!)
Eagerly I sent Miss Coolbrith my booklet, and in due time, b,ack
in Sonoma County, I received a gracious reply stating that some of
my poems had been read at her August meeting and had been
"commented upcm quite favourably indeed." Even more thrilling
to me, she invited me to attend the September meeting of the
poetry g1·oup that met each month in her home.
You may be sure that when that September Sunday afternoon
arrived I was on Miss Coolbrith's doorstep. As I was ushered in
by one of the members and given a seat, I saw a stately woman
seated in a big chair, facing us all like a queen. It was the famed
poet laureate, in a rich brocade dress, with a white lace mantilla
draped over her head and shoulders, and having- for my eyesmuch of the majesty I had seen in pictures of the aged Queen
Victoria, but without the crown. Yet my admiring 16-year-old eyes
reverently saw something more marvelous above this head-something akin to a halo.
However, the remarkable thing that day was that I saw Ina
Coolbrith at all, or remember what she looked like- for the usher
had given me a seat at the back of the room, beside a strikingly
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pretty and most charming 15-year-old girl. And that girl, when I
smiled and told her my name, said that she was Joan London. A
second look at her, and I didn't need to ask, for she very much
resembled her father, the world-famous author of The Call of the
Wild who lived up in the Valley of the Moon, in my own Sonoma
Country.
Morover, Joan was a true daughter of her father : she was a
wonderful conversationalist, vivacious and witty. Further, I soon
after learned that she had a rich singing voice, and accompanied
herself well at the piano. Years later, I learned that it was also
Joan's first visit to the Coolbrith home when we had met. Though
Joan was there with an escort, I neve1theless obtained her address,
and permission to write to her; and she also invited me to call and
meet her mother and sister on my next visit to the Bay Region.
In my first letter to Joan, w1·itten soon after I was back home in
Sonoma County, I offered to write a sonnet for her next birthday
if she would tell me the date. She did- it would be her 16th on
January 15, 1917. Although this then seemed a long way off, I
wrote the sonnet at once, but did not mail it until just before the
day.
However, in the meantime, on October 22, 1916, I went down to
San Francisco again, to attend the monthly gathering at Miss
Coolbrith's home. Following the meeting, I crossed the bay to
Piedmont and my first visit to the London home at 606 Scenic
Avenue. There Joan introduced me to her mother and sister Becky
- and it was on this occasion that I had my first look at the long
shelf of books that are now the foundation of the Jack London
Collection of UOP's Stuart Library.
The entire wall on one side of the London living room was
covered with shelves of books, but it did not take me long to spot
the long run of volumes written by the author of The Call of the
Wild (which I had read when only eleven.) I then moved closer
to the shelf, and read all the titles, proudly saying aloud the names
of the few I had already read from cover to cover. But on this
occasion I stood too much in awe of this special collection to ask
if I might handle the volumes and look into them.
Of course, none of us there that day could possibly have
imagined that in precisely one month- on November 22- the author
of those books, which were so full of vitality, would be dead.
Nevertheless, for six more years the collection of volumes on that
shelf from Jack London's prolific pen continued to grow- from
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novels posthumously published, and from gatherings of short stories
that had appeared in magazines both before and after his deathuntil there was a total of 51 volumes.
Actually, there could have been a total of 52 volumes; but one
book, titled The Kempton- W ace Letters, which London had written
in collaboration with Anna Strunsky, was not there. Miss Strunsky
was, Mrs. Bessie Maddern London thought (most likely erroneously), the principal party in her husband's infidelities that caused
her to divorce him.
However, at that time ( 1916) I did not even know of the existence of the Kempton-W ace book, even though it was one of
London's very early volumes. So, of course, I did not miss it. If
Jack had sent his wife a copy of this book, she had no doubt
burned it. (But let me add that now, 1972, that missing title.:-but
without Jack's inscription-has been replaced by some pleasant
horsetrading with a great Jack .London devotee and collector, Mr.
Russ Kingman, founder of "The World of Jack London" in the
town of Glen Ellen. )
My second visit to the London home in Piedmont was on November 19- just three days before Jack London's death. This time
I dared ask Mrs. London if I might handle that special family set
of his books and glance into them, for Joan had told me that each
of them was inscribed. Mrs. London replied graciously, "Why, of
course!"
Then my eyes had a feast which I shall never forget. The books,
all first editions, and most likely from the usual half-dozen presentation copies from publisher to author, were most unusually inscribed, at first with family intimacies and great affection, and
then, after the divorce, somewhat more formally, but always protesting his affection, and often remembering that she was the
mother of his children.
During the next three years I was a visitor in the Piedmont
home a great many times, and though our paths ranged far apart,
even to different continents for each of us, Joan and I somehow
managed to keep in touch.
Joan and Becky's mother, Elizabeth (Bessie) May Maddern
London, born July 13, 1876- the same year as Jack- died early in
September, 1947.
During the past decade I met the London sisters a number of
times, thrice when Joan and I were invited to speak at meetings
of the Friends of the Oakland Public Library, also before the Ina
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Coolbrith Circle in San Francisco, and later when we were both
made honorary members of this society in 1968, and on other occasions.
By this time it was noticeable that Joan's health was failing. After
prolonged suffering, she died of cancer of the larynx on January
19, 1971, just after her 70th birthday, leaving one son, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.
A special memorial service for Joan was held in Berkeley on
January 21, and Russ Kingman and I were invited by her family
to be the speakers. After the memorial, my wife and I took Becky
London and her husband, Percy Fleming, out to lunch, along with
two mutual friends, research historians Tony Bubka and James
E. Sisson.
It was during this luncheon that I suddenly remembered the
long shelf of inscribed books in the Piedmont home, and asked
Becky about them. She replied, "I have them, all of them. I already had some, and Joan turned all the others over to me for
safekeeping when she found out she had cancer."
"What's going to happen to the collection?" I then asked.
Becky answered, "Some of Joan's heirs, who could use the
money, would like to sell it to the highest bidder, even volume by
volume at auction. But I'd hate to see this particular complete set
b,roken up, because it has great sentimental value to me."
I agreed with her heartily, saying that the collection had great
and longstanding sentimental value for me, too, and that it would
give me great personal satisfaction to see if safely housed in a fine
university library.
The following day I phoned Becky for more details: Would she
be willing to see the collection sold, intact, to a university that
would cherish it? And since her nephew was already interested in
turning the books into cash, did he have any definite sum in
mind?
Becky thought so, but explained that it involved consigning the
books for an indefinite period, perhaps several years, and almost
certain breaking up of the collection- and, she declared, since she
was the owner of an indivisible half of it (since its completeness
made it more valuable than the sum-total of its individual
volumes) this was an arrangement to which she would never give
her consent.
I then, as amicus familiae, strongly urged her to find out, if
possible, the best definite net offer the rest of the family had
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received. As soon as Becky was able to supply me with this information, I asked her if she herself would accept half of a
slightly higher sum, in immediate net cash, for her interest in the
books; and, if so, would she try to persuade the other owners to
accept the other half, out of family pride, and for the sake of
keeping this unique family collection intact and safely placed in a
great university library.
Becky's own answer was an immediate "Yes! Of course! Gladly!"
But it took about two months to get consent from the other halfowners. In the meantime, I had got in touch, by phone or letter,
with the following persons at the University of the Pacific: Acting
President Alistair McCrone and Vice President for Development
Carl Miller, Director of Libraries James Riddles, Dr. R. Coke
Wood, Professor of History and Director of the Pacific Center for
Western Historical Studies, and Curator Martha Seffer O'Bryon of
the Stuart Library of Western Americana. After fully explaining the
situation, I was assured that the university would welcome the
collection and truly appreciated its importance. As I gave the
check in payment, both Mrs. Bess London Fleming and her
nephew Bart Abbott (Joan's son) signed a document transferring
ownership of the collection directly to the University of the Pacific.
To Becky I wrote in thanks: "From what you have said and
written to me, you must feel, even more strongly than I, a deep
sense of relief and satisfaction, in addition to your natural pride,
in now having this collection permanently protected, cherished, and
honored by a great educational institution.- ! know that my pride
in my catalytic part in this accomplishment is immense : it makes
me feel that at least one part of my life has 'come full circle,'been perfectly rounded out. As you know, I first looked on that
shelf of books with boyish wonder when I was only 16, and was
proud to be in that family presence, and to handle those books and
read all those delightful inscriptions. Now 55, years later, I havewith mellower and even deeper pride-the satisfaction of helping
to see that same shelf of books not only preserved intact, but also
made available to future generations of scholars and ambitious
young writers. Also, Becky, don't we both like to think of that
steady stream of your father's admiring readers coming to visit
UOP's Stuart Library through the years and decades, perhaps
through the centuries, just to see these books which your father
wrote and held in his hands and inscribed to his family?"
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Paul Bailey, CITY IN THE SUN, Los Angeles: Westernlore Press
1971.
Reviewer: HARoLD S.
of the Pacific.

JACOBY,

Professor of Sociology, University

The major objective of this book is to keep alive the remembrance of one of the more unpleasant- and unnecessary- episodes
in American history: the forced evacuation of some 108,000 aliens
and citizens of Japanese ancestry from the coastal states of California, Oregon and Washington, following the attack on Pearl
Harbor in 1941. With such an objective the reviewer is very much
in sympathy, but he finds it difficult to give hearty endorsement to
this particular effort to attain the objective.
The book is written in journalistic style. This makes it easily
read, and the author is quite successful in phrasing and conveying
meaningfully many of the experiences of the Japanese-Americans in
those shameful years. Unfortunately, in his effort to make a case,
the author too often resorts to exaggerations and use of caustic
phrases; to the inaccurate assembling of his data; and to the omission of significant information that would tend to introduce shades
of grey into his otherwise black and white presentation. Let me
illustrate:
On page 53 he states: "Nobody in America wanted people with
Japanese faces." On page 86: "No one, not even the hakujin supervisors, seemed to comprehend that Niseis were American citizens."
The Poston Relocation Project was run by "swaggering Texans and
cowboys" (page 83), and the Management and Fiscal Office personnel were "blind men" (page 109). Such statements and phrases
may make for exciting reading, but they add little to an accurate
understanding of the problems and experiences of the evacuation.
The author describes at length the tragic expulsion experiences of
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the 3000 residents of Terminal Island, and without actually saying
so, suggests that these were the experiences of the 20,000 residents
of Poston. This is hardly in accordance with the facts. Even more
questionable is his treatment of the difficulties allegedly encountered by the evacuees as they sought to reenter California when the
camps were about to be closed. He states:
By the end of May 1944, 22,000 Japanese Americans had left the ten great
camps. But the resettlement absorption was making little progress in the
state of California . . . . Nearly every state in the union except California,
had caught this egress in some quantities. (page 200)

This is hardly surprising, inasmuch as it was not until December
17, 1944, that General Dewitt rescinded the exclusion order, permitting Japanese Americans to return to California.
One searches in vain for clear and complete treatments of the
registration and segregation programs within the relocation centers.
They are alluded to, but in such casual and piecemeal fashion, they
are not even accorded places in the book's index. Furthermore, no
direct mention is made anywhere of the leave program instituted
by the WRA following the completion of the registration in the
spring of 1943.
Finally, the reviewer must question the appropriateness of the
title selected for this book: Presumably, the book is the story of
the Poston Relocation Project, but only half of the book concerns
itself with Poston, and most of this centers around the "Strike"an event that took place within the first half-year of the almost
three-year life of the project. The other half of the book is concerned with the "roust" of the Terminal Island Japanese Americans, the Santa Anita Assembly Center, the military campaigns of
the 100th Infantry Battalion and the 442nd Combat Team, and
the settlement experiences of the Japanese Americans following
the closing of the relocation centers. Thes are all aspects, of course,
of the total wartime experiences of the Japanese Americans, but
they hardly relate uniquely to the "City of the Sun."
The story of the evacuation of the Japanese Americans needs to
be told for each successive generation of Americans to read. As
the author so well states,
America is still hard put to it to justify or explain how a crime of such

magnitude against a peaceful and law-abiding minority could have occurred
in so democratic and easy-going nation.
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But the story needs to be told more accurately and fully than this
book succeeds in doing.

THE MOUNTAIN MEN and THE TWILIGHT OF THE SIOUX,
Volumes I and Il of A Cycle of The West. by John G. Neihardt.
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln: Bison Book (paper-·
backs), 1971; 113 pps. + xl; (map); 110 pps. +xi; $2.75 and
$2.25.
Reviewer: LELAND D. CASE, historian, fournalist, and long-time
friend of the author, both being charter members ( 1944) of the
Chicago Corral of The Westerners.
Never has John Gneisenau Neihardt had a doubt about when
his eyes and mind opened to the romantic epic of America. It
was in 1887. He was six years old.
"Clinging to the forefinger of my father, I discovered the Missouri River from a bluff's top near Kansas City. It was for me what
the sea must have been to the Greek boys of antiquity and I became eager to know its heroes. As I grew up, I saw the stuff of
sagas, a genuine epic cycle."
That epic was begun in 1912. Meanwhile, he had descended the
Missouri River in an open boat and his understanding of the West
had been enriched by living with Indians, as well as b!J' profound
research. The five Songs which comprise these two volumes are
unique in American letters and, to quote the ·washington Post's
reviewer, are "the most truly epic of anything we have in American poetry."
Volume One starts with The Song of Three Friends- the story of
three of the hundred hardy men who
. . . flocked to Ashley's call
That spring of eighteen hundred twenty-two;
For tales of wealth, out-legending Peru,
Came wind-blown from Missouri's distant springs,
And that old sireny of unkown things
Bewitched them . . .
Like an echo of an ancient Greek tragedy, the tale unfolds discord seeded among the three friends by a maiden whose flesh
was "shapen as to music." One of the three is challenged to prove
the depth of his trust to another by permitting him to put a rifle
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ball through a cup of whiskey set upon his head- and odd inversion of the William Tell theme. But the aim is poor, and the story
crashes on to inevitable retribution.
In similar format is The Song of Hugh Glass, another Ashley
man. It seems to be historically correct that he recovered from
fantastic wounds from an encounter with a grizzly, then burning
with hatred began his quest for those who had left him alone
to die.
The Song of Jed Smith covers episodic terrain familiar to all
members of the Jedediah Smith Society, established in 1957 at the
University of the Pacific, to light up with further research this
best-known of Ashley's men who, in 1826, led the first Americans
overland to California. In 1924, long before most historians had
discovered Smith, Dr. Neihardt had scraped together known bits
of fact and had mortared them into Jed's first biography, The
Splendid Wayfaring. It and the Song, however, reflect the al::csence
of information disclosed in 1934 by Maurice Sullivan's discovery
of a portion of Smith's Journal, yet this poetic version rings true
with clarity and imagery.
Volume Two of the Cycle is appropriately titled The Twilight
of the Sioux. Here are The Song of the Indian Wars and The Song
of the Messiah, telling in poetry set to the cadence of a Wagnerian
opera the tragedy recounted in prose by Dee Brown in the current
best-seller, Bury My Hear at Wounded Knee. Though less spectacularly titled, the former version will be preferred by many discerning readers to the latter.
Dr. Neihardt's insights warm the heart, but it is to his credit
that he seasons his Indian narratives with lucid understanding of
what ethnologists call acculturation. For there is, as an ancient
Greek philosophers knew, nothing permanent but change. Whereas it is fashionable for some writers today to wallow in sentimentality and freely to confess sins of others, this author has from the
beginnings of his studies reminded his Indian friends that they
live today and their children will live in a tomorrow with new
opportunities, responsibilities, and rewards. Of such is his own
philosophy.
"When I was a youngster, I became indebted to the world for
the privilege of living in it," this 90-year old poet told the
Nebraska legislature during its celebration last April of the
fiftieth anniversary of his appointment as State Laureate. "I felt
I should give it more than it gave me. I became deeper in debt
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to the world all the time, and if there are any more turnouts like
this one today, I think I would end up in joyous bankruptcy.
"The heart in me today is like a singing bird!"

AS WE LIVE AND BREATHE, National Geographic Special Publications, Price $4.25, Copyright 1971.
Reviewer: ANNE FuNKHOUSER M. Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, College of the Pacific.
This lavishly illustrated book is a fine example of ecologic softsell. There is no doomsday rhetoric here, only a matter-of-fact
attempt to show Americans exactly where we stand in relation to
our environment. The view is not pretty. Pesticide poisoning, radiation hazards, water and air pollution, waste of space and materials,
overcrowding- these are all part of our lives whether we live in a
remote village or a huge city. Such a variety of topics could only
be adequately presented with pictures, and the photographs speak
more eloquently than any words.
The rape of California is singularly well-documented : beautiful
color photos of smog over the San Joaquin Valley near Stockton;
oil covered birds; mud slides and chaparral fires; landscapes like
battlefields as a result of uncontrolled motorcyles; Lake Tahoe
algal blooms; smog damage to crops and human lungs; the virtual
extinction of the Brown Pelican by DDT; scars of the California
aquaduct. California may be doing its destructive best, but the
rest of the country is not far behind, and the hook explains why
things can only get worse without prompt action.
In some cases the writers have fallen into the trap of the
"technological fix"- the idea that everything will be all right as
soon as we develop the technology to cope with it. But in general
the text is low-key and authoritative. Particularly moving are the
stories of individuals whose personal commitment is strong enough
to elicit group action and block giant corporations or the U. S.
Corps of Engineers. The small town commercial artist, the mayor
with only an eighth grade education, the formerly complacent
housewife, the teenager, are ordinary people working against incredible odds and endless setbacks in a vastly complicated system
where one gain may entail a dozen losses. Such tenacity and
courage were the hallmark of America's pioneers. The kind of
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people who appear in this book, often working for goals which
cannot be realized within their lifetime, must be the new heroes
of American history.
The best brief, comprehensive, unbiased statement of America's
environmental problems I have seen.
LELAND STANFORD: MAN OF MANY CAREERS, by Norman
E. Tutorow (Menlo Park, Califomia: Pacific Coast Publishers,
1971), xvi
317 pp.

+

Reviewer: RoBIN LAMPSON, Stanford alumnus; author of
Laughter Out of the Ground, The Mending of a Continent, San
Francisco Souvenir, Death Loses a Pair of Wings, etc. ; Authorin-Residence, U.O.P., for writing the biography of the late
President Robert E. Bums and the history of "the Bums years"
at U.O.P.
This hook represents a notable work of scholarship in that it
brings together in one volume a great deal more information about
the famed railroad builder and university founder than is to be
found in all the previously published works about him.
It has been my pleasure during the past half-century to glean
more than one public library for the story of Stanford University
and its founders . This more than passing interest in this subject
began in the autumn of 1920, when, as a member of the editorial
staff of the Stanford Cardinal (the university's undergraduate
literary magazine), I had a small hand in the first publication of
three chapter-length selections from The Days of a Man, the
autobiography of Stanford's first president, Dr. David Starr Jordan.
Consequently, I can say without reservation that Dr. Tutorow
is to be highly commended for the mass of information which he
has gathered and organized into an entertaining book. Equally
praiseworthy is the Bibliography which occupies 16 pages at the
end of the text. Here I find all my old-favorite titles, plus a surprisingly large number of additions that could easily consume and
delight a busy person's leisure for reading for many a year.
However, it would be foolhardy to class this book as the
definitive biography of Leland Stanford. "Definitive" is a word
with a built-in boomerang- and no one knows this better than a
thorough, indefatigable scholar like Tutorow, who no doubt realizes fully that additional important source material could come
to light at any time.
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Likewise, it strikes me as quite unimportant whether Stanford
the railroad and university builder was "great" or merely "neargreat"-a concern that intrigues the author so much that he uses
it to give a final fillip to his book. Estimates of greatness are at
best highly subjective, personal, and often ephemeral- a matter of
viewpoint and of locale. How great a man is Lincoln in Turkestan
and Outer Mongolia? How great is Churchill in Tierra del Fuego?
Certainly, as long as California is American and contains a
Stanford University, Leland Stanford is likely to be widely considered a very remarkable man, a good man of great versatility,
successful as lawyer, merchant, railroad builder, farmer, state
governor, and United States senator- and also the associate and
friend of American presidents from Lincoln to Harrison. In any
event, I believe it will be a long, long time before Leland Stanford
ceases to be a fascinating personality to read about and to study.
It is because author Tutorow has so greatly enlarged this
picture of Leland Stanford for us that I sincerely wish this book
well. The enormous amount of painstaking hard work that Tutorow has put into it makes it deserve a sell-out of this edition, to
compensate him at least partially for all his labor. Also, it is to be
hoped that a better-edited and better-printed edition will succeed
this one, and go through many printings. For the present edition
does contain at least one glaring error (on page 89, under the
caption "Completion of the Transcontinental, May 10, 1869, we
find instead the picture of the laying of the cornerstone of Stanford University, on May 14, 1887.) There are many other flaws,
most of them minor, and many of them probably due to computerset type-but even these minor annoyances do not spoil this richlypacked book for the intent reader.

THE UNITED STATES NAVY IN THE PACIFIC, 1909-1922, By
William Reynolds Braisted. (Austin & London: University of
Texas Press, 1971) . $15.00.
Reviewer: RICHARD W. VAN ALSTYNE, Distinguished Professor,
Callison College, U. 0. P.
This book is a worthy successor to Professor Braisted's previous
study of the Navy in the Pacific, 1897-1909. Honesty and scholarly
integrity stand out on every page. The work must be the product
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of many years of painstaking and conscientious research: Mr.
Braisted has made use of forty-six collections of private papers,
some of the contents of which are very illuminating, of unpublished archival material of not merely the United States and
Japan, but also of Britan and Nationalist China. He moreover
has ' an impressive list of printed documentary material and a
lengthy bibliography of secondary works. There is an excellent
index at the end of the volume.
The period covered is crucial, since it embraces the movement
in the United States for a navy "second to none" and closes with
a searching study of the Washington Conference of 1921, with the
results of which professional American naval officers were not
backward in expressing their discontent. Professor Braisted cimdidly and dispassionately sets forth the ambitions of the United
States (principally through the Navy) to be mistress of the entire
Pacific, without consideration for the susceptibilities and strategic
requirements of Japan. Having made good its claim to be a first
class power, in consequence of its victory over Russia in 1905, and
being located geographically with reference to China as Britain
was to Western Europe, Japan naturally regarded itself as the
leader of East Asia. Moral platitudes condemning Japan for its
expansionist ambitions at the expense of . China, whose "territorial
integrity and political independence" were at the time and for
many years thereafter no better than a fiction, are never a medium
for comprehending the forces of history.
I found the whole volume richly rewarding, but was especially
drawn to the chapters relating to China ·and the futile American
efforts to "save" that country even against itself. One can only
view sardonically the attempts of such corporations as the Bethlehei;D Steel Company and the Electric Boat Company to build bases
and to sell warships and submarines to the bankrupt and virtually
powerless regime in Peking, loaded with debts of all sorts imposed upon it by the foreign powers. In these activities, contemporaneous with Woodrow Wilson's administration and conducted with the support of Wilson's minister in Peking, Paul S.
Reinsch, are to be seen the beginnings of the industrial-military
complex of the present day.
Professor Braisted's book is pointed at the student of American
policy in the Pacific and East Asia, and it is to be hoped that
writers in this field will make use of his excellent work.
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(List compiled by

MARGARET VAN ALSTYNE,

Book Editor of the

Pacific Historian.)
NEW FROM THE PUBLISHERS
In order to acquaint our readers with these interesting books, we list them
here alphabetically:
A HISTORY OF KERN COUNTY LAND COMPANY by Norman Berg.
Copyrighted 1971 by the Kern County Historical Society and the County
of Kern. 50 pp.
ALMOST OUT OF THE WORLD by James G. Swan; edited and with notes
and introduction by William A. Katz; copyrighted 1971 by Washington
State Historical Society, 126 pp. A scholarly work devoted to the life and
writings of Swan, with. emphasis on the eventful years spent in Washington
Territory.
THE CARVER'S ART OF THE INDIANS OF NORTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA by Isabel T. Kelly. Reprinted by Acoma Books, 1971, from the
University of California Press edition of 1930. Illustrated.
CLARKE OF THE KINDUR, Convict, Bushranger, Explorer, by Dean
Boyce; published 1970 by Melbourne University Press, 100 pp. Illustrated.
COWBOY SLANG by Edgar R. Potter, illustrated in color and black and
white by Ron Scofield; published by Superior Publishing Company, copyrighted in Canada 1971; 64 pp. $5.95. How to read brands, ear crops;
some famous Montana brands, and unusual ones; the rules, and how to
enjoy a rodeo.
HERE COMES THE POLLY, A Biography of a Russian Built Gunboat, by
Ethel Anderson Becker, copyrighted 1971 by Superior Publishing Company,
128 pp. $10.95. Profusely illustrated.
I HAVE SPOKEN, American History Through the Voices of the Indians;
compiled by Virginia Irving Armstrong; introduction by Frederick W.
Turner III. Published by Sage Books, Swallow Press, Inc. 206 pp. $6.00.
$2.95 paperback.
INDIAN FIGHTS AND FIGHTERS, by Cyrus Townsend Brady, introduction
by James T . King; a Bison Book, copyrighted 1971 by University of
Nebraska Press (Reprinted from first edition published 1904 by McClure,
Phillips and Co.) 423 pp. $2.25.
INDIAN LEADERS Who Helped Shape America 1600-1900, by Ralph W.
Andrews; copyright 1971 by Superior Publishing Co. Seattle, Washington.
183 pp. $12.95. Profusely illustrated.
ON THE MOTHER LODE, by historian Philip Ross May, copyrighted 1971
by University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. 63 pp.
SEA ROGUES' GALLERY by Gordon Newell, Superior Publishing Company
1971 . Profusely illustrated.
WASHINGTON STATE PLACE NAMES, by James W. Phillips, University
of Washington Press. 167 pp. $6.95. Alphabetically arranged with excellent maps as an aid to the traveller.
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Plan to Attend!
The CALIFORNIA HISTORY INSTITUTE and
the WRITERS' CONFERENCE of the University of
the Pacific will cosponsor this year an unusual and
informative program combining the historical and
literary aspects of conservation in California.
Included in the program will be experts in all
fields, such as Horace M. Albright, who served for
many years as Director of the National Park Service,
James Shebl from U.O.P. who has edited and written
a critical introduction for a book on Clarence King,
and other scholars and writers involved in the various
historical and literary aspects of nature and conservation in California.
Following is a brief outline of the events scheduled for the meeting of March 17-18, 1972. Plan to
attend one or more of these informative and creative sessions.
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THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL
CALIFORNIA HISTORY INSTITUTE

and
THE SECOND ANNUAL
WRITERS' CONFERENCE

present ...

EL CAPITAN.

(8,800 .J!'UT maiL)

MAN AND NATURE IN CALIFORNIA:
A HISTORICAL & LITERARY PERSPECTIVE
March 17-18, 1972

University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95204
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December 28, 1971
President Warren-Greetings and Happy Birthday Wishes to you
from all of your "Eager Beavers" and every member of the
JEDEDIAH SMITH SOCIETY.
The trails that Jedediah Smith mapped in the 1820's in opening
the West you have travelled many times. You, I am sure, would
liked to have been one of Smith's party. You, too, have marked
many "Trails" in your long and useful life and all of us, in reflected glory, appreciate being one of your party here tonight in
celebrating with you and your family.
Your supernatural influence has been felt by many, enabling
them to make their lives more useful. If Jed Smith were here
tonight he would say as historians say of. him, "We are Glad you
came our way" making our lives better for having done so.
Stuart Gibbons

